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This thesis portfolio examines attitudes to ageing in older adults, and explores the impact that 
attitudes to ageing have on mental health status and quality of life. Attitudes to ageing are 
becoming more widely measured in older adults, particularly with the ageing population but 
also due the recent development of the Attitudes to Ageing Questionnaire. There is growing 
evidence to suggest a relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental health status in 
older adults. However, no study has explored the association between attitudes to ageing and 
quality of life in older adults, incorporating the Attitudes to Ageing Questionnaire and the 
World Health Organisation Quality of Life measures. Firstly a systematic search of studies 
exploring the relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental health in older adults (≥55 
years) was undertaken. All potentially relevant studies were screened against inclusion and 
exclusion criteria. Variables related to attitudes to ageing, ageism, age stereotypes, depression 
and anxiety were considered in this review. Twelve papers met inclusion criteria for the 
systematic review. The setting, culture and measures incorporated varied across the studies. 
A negative attitude to ageing was associated with poorer mental health status in older adults 
across all 12 studies. The second part of this portfolio was an international cross-sectional 
analysis of attitudes to ageing and quality of life in older adults (≥57 years). Correlation and 
regression analyses explored the relationship between attitudes to ageing and QOL and 
investigated the impact of socio-demographic variables, depression and attitudes to ageing on 
two quality of life measures. The two constructs were positively related; a more positive 
attitude to ageing was associated with a better quality of life. Further, positive attitudes to 
ageing was a significant predictor of a better QOL. The sample was then divided into two age 
groups (57-79 years and 80+ years) and attitudes to ageing and quality of life ratings were 
compared. Results revealed more negative ratings in attitudes to ageing and quality of life in 
the over 80 year old age group. Correlation and regression analyses were then explored across 
both age groups. More positive attitudes to ageing was a significant predictor of better quality 
of life across both age groups. Overall, the two studies in this thesis portfolio highlight the need 
to better recognise and target older adults’ negative attitudes to ageing. Appropriate 
psychological interventions could be provided to challenge negative attitudes and promote 
attitude change in an attempt to improve mental health difficulties and quality of life in older 
adults. Continued use of the Attitudes to Ageing Questionnaire and quality of life 








































This thesis portfolio begins with a systematic review (Chapter 2). The review aims were to 
identify research which looks at the relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental 
health status; specifically depression and/or anxiety in older adults (≥55 years). This review 
was presented in the format of the journal Clinical Psychology Review. 
 
Chapter  3  presents  an  international  cross-sectional  analysis  looking  at  the  relationship 
between attitudes to ageing and quality of life in older adults (≥57 years). This article is 
presented in the format required by the journal Health and Quality of Life Outcomes. 
 
Author guidelines for Clinical Psychology Review and Health and Quality of Life Outcomes 
are given in appendices F and G. 

































CHAPTER 2: Systematic review 



















The relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental health in older adults:  
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Negative  age  stereotypes  are  prevalent  among  society  and  as  one  grows  older  these 
stereotypes can become internalised, resulting in negative attitudes towards ageing. Mental 
health difficulties are common in older adults, and in conjunction with negative attitudes to 
ageing, depression and anxiety can be seen as an inevitable part of ageing. A systematic 
search of studies exploring the relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental health in 
older adults was undertaken. All potentially relevant studies were screened against inclusion 
and exclusion criteria. Twelve studies met criteria for inclusion. These studies were cross- 
sectional, opportunistic samples and reported on the relationship between attitudes to ageing 
and mental health in older adults (≥55 years). Setting, culture and the measures incorporated 
varied across the 12 studies. Significant associations were found between the two constructs; 
a positive attitude to ageing was associated with better mental health status. Given the 
heterogeneous nature of studies this review provides preliminary evidence, prompting further 
investigation. Clinical and research implications are identified including the concurrent 
assessment of attitudes to ageing alongside mental health difficulties and targeting attitudes 
within a psychological framework. Further investigation of the psychometric properties of the 
attitudes to ageing questionnaire and longitudinal research is recommended. 
 
Key words: attitudes to ageing, age stereotype, depression, anxiety, older adult.  
 
Abstract word count: 199






The older adult population is rapidly growing. Globally this population group is projected to 
increase from 810 million in 2012 to 2 billion in 2050. The fastest growing age group is those 
aged over 80 years; the ‘oldest-old,’ with numbers expected to increase almost eight-fold by 
2100 (United Nations, 2012). These demographic changes present many challenges, one 
being the increased demand on health and clinical services (Laidlaw, 2010). 
 
Old age is associated with significant losses in social, cognitive and physical domains (Urry 
& Gross, 2010) and older people are often perceived as weak, decrepit and a burden; leading 
to negative perceptions of ageing (Levy, 2003). Negative age stereotypes are prevalent world- 
wide, particularly in western societies, and are fed by the media (Martins, Williams & 
O’Neill, 2009), culture and individual experiences (Levy, 2003). 
 
Levy (2003) proposed that negative age stereotypes are formed in early life, either implicitly 
or explicitly, are reinforced through adulthood and become internalised as one reaches old 
age; resulting in self-stereotypes. Ageing self-stereotypes give rise to negative expectations 
and attitudes towards being old and can have a significant impact on behaviours and physical 
and emotional health. Levy, Slade, Kunkel and Kasl (2002) revealed in a longitudinal study 
that those with positive age self-stereotypes reported better functional health 18 years later 
than those with negative age self-stereotypes, after controlling for various baseline measures. 
Similarly, Moser, Spagnoli and Santos-Eggimann (2011) found a strong association between 
negative perceptions of ageing and the emergence of difficulties in activities of daily living at 
3 year follow up. Those with positive self-perceptions of ageing are also likely to live longer 
(Levy, Slade & Kasl, 2002) and engage in preventive health behaviours including exercising 
and eating a balanced diet (Levy & Myers, 2004; Quinn, Laidlaw & Murray, 2009). Loss in 
old age, physical or mental, is often explained or understood in biological terms, however, the 
above findings strongly suggest that psychological factors, such as ageing self-stereotypes, 
could be accountable for debilitation in old age (Levy, 2003). 
 
Ageing is a process rather than a state and the experience of ageing is heterogeneous (Shenkin 
et al, 2012). Furthermore, with the increase in longevity the older adult population group is 
becoming even more diverse and varied (Laidlaw & Pachana, 2009). It is therefore crucial for 
society to develop a greater understanding of the ageing process in order to refute existing age 




stereotypes which categorise and homogenise older adults. Until recently, measures of older 
adults’ attitudes and perceptions of ageing in research and clinical practice were limited. 
Previous  research  tended  to  focus  on  attitudes  across  the  whole  age  group  or  younger 
people’s attitudes towards growing old (Abrams, Eilola & Swift, 2009; Yun & Lachman, 
(2006). Laidlaw, Power and Schmidt (2007) states it should be the older adult population 
group which are targeted when trying to obtain a richer understanding of the ageing process. 
 
A 5-item subscale on ‘attitudes towards own aging’ within the Philadelphia Geriatric Center 
Morale Scale (PGCMS) (Lawton, 1975) is perhaps the most widely known measure of 
attitudes to ageing. This subscale, however, does not produce a comprehensive measure and 
is somewhat dated. Laidlaw et al (2007) developed an ‘Attitudes to Ageing’ questionnaire 
(AAQ) which assesses an individual’s experience of growing old.  The AAQ captures older 
adults’   attitudes   to   ageing   by   focusing   on   three   domains:   Psychological   Growth; 
Psychosocial Loss; and Physical Change. This questionnaire demonstrates strong reliability 
and validity and can be applied cross-culturally (Laidlaw et al, 2007). Older adults’ attitudes 
to ageing are thus becoming more widely measured and employed in a growing body of 
research; in particular research looking at the link between attitudes to ageing and mental 
health. 
 
Depression is a leading cause of emotional suffering and the most prevalent mental health 
condition in later life (Blazer, 2003). Mental health difficulties in older adults, particularly 
depression, are often tied up with themes of loss and therefore in conjunction with negative age 
stereotypes depression can be viewed as a normal part of the ageing process. These views can 
even be held by families and health professionals working with older adults (Burroughs et 
al, 2006; Law, Laidlaw & Peck, 2010). Blanchard (1992) described this as the 
“understandability phenomenon” (p.253). Law et al (2010) assessed the existence of this 
phenomenon in a small sample of both depressed and non-depressed older adults. The belief 
that depression is inevitable and a normal part of ageing was displayed across both groups of 
participants and was greater in the oldest-old (over 76 years) age group. Those who endorsed 
the phenomenon also displayed more negative attitudes to ageing and higher levels of 
internalised ageism. 
 
Quinn et al (2009) explored this further looking at attitudes towards mental illness in the 
context of ageing and found that a negative attitude to mental illness was associated with 




negative attitudes to ageing. As a result, older adults themselves may fail to seek treatment 
due to the stigma and lack of understanding of mental illness and their negative attitudes to 
ageing (Law et al, 2010). Or indeed, older adults are less likely to be offered the appropriate 
health services due to under recognition and the belief that mental health difficulties are just 
part of growing old.  
 
Although depression and anxiety are major causes of emotional suffering in later life (Blazer, 
2003), rates of depression are lower in older adults than those of working age (Blazer & Hybels, 
2005). It is acknowledged that the prevalence of sub-clinical depression in older adults is 
more than double that of major depression (Blazer, 2003). Nevertheless, research has also 
shown that there are higher levels of resilience and emotion regulation among this age group 
(Urry & Gross, 2010) and older adults generally hold positive attitudes to ageing (Bryant et al, 
2012; Laidlaw et al, 2007; Quinn et al, 2009). It is crucial to address the incongruity between 
society’s assumptions and older adults’ actual experiences. 
 
Chachamovich, Fleck, Laidlaw and Power (2008) explored the impact of varying levels of 
depression on attitudes to ageing, using the AAQ, in a large international sample of older 
adults. Results revealed that with increasing levels of depression there was a progressive 
increase in negative attitudes to ageing; even minor levels of depression were associated with 
a pattern of negative attitudes. This study also investigated the link between depression and 
quality of life in older adults and found that an increase in depression levels resulted in a 
poorer quality of life. Given the large sample size and strong external validity of this study, 
these  findings  demonstrate  the  close  interplay  between  ageing  attitudes  and  depression. 
Bryant et al (2012) replicated these findings in a smaller sample of community-dwelling 
older  adults,  reporting  that  attitudes  to  ageing  accounted  for  most  of  the  variation  in 
depression levels followed by demographics and physical health. In addition they revealed 
more positive attitudes to ageing were associated with lower levels of anxiety and better self-
reported physical health; thus confirming the link not only between attitudes to ageing and 
depression, but to overall emotional and physical health. 
 
The discovery that attitudes to ageing in older adults are associated with mental health status 
suggests that these attitudes are mood-state dependent (Chachamovich et al, 2008). Thus, the 
onset of depression in late life may trigger the development of negative attitudes to ageing or 
vice  versa,  demonstrating  that  attitudes  are  not  global  or  rigid  but  can  be  manipulated 




(Shenkin et al, 2012). Targeting ageing attitudes of individuals who access mental health 





Given the increased interest in attitudes to ageing and its link to mental health status, the aim 
of this study is to review the research which looks at the relationship between attitudes to 
ageing and depression and/or anxiety in older adults.  The two main aims are: 
 
 To investigate the relationship between attitudes to ageing and depression. 
 To investigate the relationship between attitudes to ageing and anxiety.  
 


























This review was part written in accordance with Centre for Reviews and Dissemination. 
 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
 
Population 
Studies which included participants aged 55 years and over (considered ‘older adults’). 
 
Measures 
Given the AAQ is a relatively new measure, this review included studies which gathered 
quantitative data on the following constructs: attitudes to ageing, ageism, age stereotypes or 
perceptions. Studies were restricted to those which incorporated well established and 
standardised measures of depression and anxiety. In studies which measured multiple outcomes 
(e.g. physical health, quality of life, cognitive functioning) only the outcome measures related 
to attitudes to ageing, age stereotypes or perceptions of ageing, and depression and anxiety 
were included in this review. 
 
Study design 
Studies which determined the relationship between attitudes to ageing and depression and/or 
anxiety were included. This may not be the main focus of the research, however if studies 
reported  on  the  relationship  between  the  two  constructs  they were  included  within  this 
review.  Discussion, narrative reviews or studies with no data collection and systematic 
reviews or meta-analysis were excluded from this review. Thus, studies which did not 
psychometrically measure the core constructs under investigation were excluded. 
 
Literature search process 
 
The overall search process was conducted between September and December 2012. 
 
Electronic database 
Database searches included CINAHL plus with full text, MEDLINE with full text (1940-
2012), PsycINFO (1940-2012), Psychological and Behavioral Sciences Collection (1940-
2012), eBOOK collection (1940-2012) using the key words depress* OR anxiety AND 




(attitude* AND ageing OR aging) OR ageism OR age stereotyp*. This search yielded 
1250 studies. The titles and abstracts were screened for suitability according to the inclusion 
and exclusion criteria, resulting in 45 studies to be accessed in full. Full access to three of 
these studies was not available (see Appendix A). 
 
Additional searches 
Psychology and Aging (2006-2012) was hand searched and all titles and abstracts were 
screened for relevance to reveal a further five potential studies, which were accessed in full. 
The Gerontologist (2006-2012) was electronically searched using the same process and a 
further two studies were deemed potentially relevant and accessed in full. None of the seven 
studies met inclusion criteria (see Appendix A). In order to reduce any effects of publication 
bias the authors of the included studies were contacted to increase access to unpublished 
studies which might meet inclusion criteria for this review. Twelve authors were approached 
of whom seven responded. Eleven studies were suggested and four met criteria for inclusion 
in the review. The remaining seven studies were excluded and are reported in Appendix A. 
The overall search process (see Table 1) was completed by a manual search of each reference 
list of included papers. The remaining 12 studies form the basis of this review.  The flow of 




Five quality criteria were assessed: research question; study design; measurement issues; data 
and statistical analysis; and external validity (see Appendix B). These were rated in accordance 
with the following six outcome ratings: ‘well covered/addressed’ (2); ‘adequately 
covered/addressed’ (1); ‘poorly addressed;’ ‘not addressed;’ ‘not reported;’ (0) and ‘not 
applicable’ (N/A), based on the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidance Network methodology 
checklist (SIGN 50, Annex C). The criteria and related rating was developed by the author in 
accordance with SIGN 50 and was largely informed by STROBE guidelines for reporting 






Table 1. Summary of literature sources and resultant review articles. 
 
Source of articles Number of studies potentially 
relevant for initial screening 
Number of articles 






Electronic database search 
CINAHL, MEDLINE, 
PsycINFO, Psychological 









1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12. 
 
Manual journal search 
    
Psychology and Aging 558 5 0  
(2006-2012)     
The Gerontologist 596 2 0  










4, 8, 10, 11. 
 
















ªReview study number as follows: 1. Bryant et al (2012), 2. Chachamovich et al (2008), 3. Jang et al (2006), 4. Kalfoss et al (2010), 5. Kleigel and Zimprich 












Fig 1. Literature search process 
 
 
Electronic database search: 
1250 potential studies 




Excluded studies from 












7 studies potentially relevant 





11 studies suggested and 
accessed in full. 
 
 






Excluded studies: 48 






Remaining articles: 12 
 
Reference list search: 
4 potential studies. None 



















The 12 articles identified for this review were all cross-sectional studies. In five of the 
studies, the main or secondary aim was to investigate the relationship between attitudes to 
ageing and mental health in older adults. Of these five studies, three looked at attitudes to 
ageing and depression (Chachamovich et al, 2008; Lu, Kao and Hsieh, 2010; Sindi et al, 
2012) and two explored attitudes to ageing and both depression and anxiety (Bryant et al, 
2012; Shenkin et al, 2012). Three further studies looked at correlates or predictors of depressive 
symptoms, within which attitudes to ageing was a predictor (Jang, Bergman, Schonfeld & 
Molinari, 2006; Lai, 2004, 2005). The remaining four studies (Kalfoss, Low & Molzahn, 2010; 
Kliegel & Zimprich, 2005; Lai & Tong, 2012; Lucas-Carrasco, Laidlaw, Gomez-Benito & 
Power, 2013) addressed different research questions e.g. the effects of social exclusion on 
attitudes to ageing, or predictors of cognitive complaints in older adults, but within the 
statistical analysis section of the article the relationship between attitudes to ageing and 
mental health status was reported. Details on study characteristics and findings relevant to 
the current review are given in Table 2. 
 
Quality of included studies 
 
Table 3 reports the ratings on each of the 12 quality criteria. Given the heterogeneous nature 
of the 12 studies, the quality ratings give a guide to the methodological strength of the studies 
but do not allow a comparative measure. The results suggest that Bryant et al (2012) study 
provides the strongest methodological criteria, but overall all studies report relatively high 
quality criteria. Kliegel and Zimprich (2005) scored the poorest in terms of methodological 
quality. Fifty per cent of studies were rated by a second independent rater; producing exact 
agreement on 83% of the ratings. On four of the quality ratings (6%) there was a difference of 
two points (well-covered/addressed vs. poorly covered/not addressed) and in eight of the 
quality ratings (11%) there was a one point difference. Interestingly the study that revealed 
the most variation in ratings was Kliegel and Zimprich which reflected the poorest quality 


















Attitudes to ageing, age 





Findings relevant to current review 




60+ years (61.5) 
Cross-sectional postal 
survey 




Positive scores on all three domains 
of the AAQ were significantly 
associated with better outcomes on 
SF-12 mental (p<.01 for 
Psychosocial Loss and Physical 
Change; p<.05 for Psychological 
Growth). Positive Psychosocial Loss 
and Psychological Growth were 
significantly associated with lower 
levels of depression (p<.01 and p<.05 
respectively). Positive Psychosocial 
Loss was associated with lower 
levels of anxiety (p<.01). Attitudes to 
ageing accounted for an additional 
15%, 16% and 18% of the variance in 
depression, anxiety and SF-12 
respectively, beyond that accounted 
for by demographics and physical 
health.   
 





60+ years  
(approx. 59) 
Cross-sectional 
n = 4316 
AAQ GDS-15 Scores for attitudes to ageing were 
significantly lower in the clinically 
depressed group than the sub-clinical 
group (p<.001) when controlling for 
demographics. Hierarchical multiple 
regression analysis revealed that 
depression accounts for most of the 
variance (36.7%) in attitudes to 
ageing in comparison to age, gender, 
marital status and educational level. 
Hierarchical multiple regression 







subclinical depressed individuals 
revealed the same pattern (20.4%).  
  
Jang et al (2006) 
USA 
Older adults living in 
ALFs 
60+ years (77) 
Cross-sectional survey 
n = 150 
PGCMS GDS-15 Significant negative correlation 
between attitudes to ageing and 
depressive symptoms (r = -.47, 
p<.001). More positive attitudes to 
ageing were associated with less 
depressive symptoms. 
 
Kalfoss et al (2010) 






n = 202 (Canada) 
n = 490 (Norway) 
AAQ GDS-15 Significant negative correlations 
between GDS scores on all three 
AAQ domains in both countries, 
ranging from r =-.305 to -.620, all 
p<.001. More positive attitudes to 
ageing were significantly associated 
with lower levels of depression. 
  
Kliegel & Zimprich 
(2005) 
Switzerland 
‘Young’ older adults 
59-65 years (48) 
Cross-sectional (data 
forms part of a 
longitudinal study) 
n = 607 
Negative age stereotypes 
(6 items from ILSE self-
assessment questionnaire) 
SDS Relatively high correlations between 
age stereotypes and depressive 
symptoms (r =.371, p<.05) indicating 
more negative age stereotypes were 
related to more depressive 
symptoms.  
 
Lai (2004)  
Canada 
Chinese Immigrants 
55+ years (53.8) 
Cross-sectional 
n = 444 
6-item ‘attitude to ageing’ 
measure (developed by 
researchers) 
GDS-15 Less positive attitude towards ageing 
were associated with more 
depressive symptoms (rs=-.30, 
p<.001). Stepwise multiple 
regression analysis revealed attitudes 
to ageing explained 6% of the 
variance in GDS scores, the second 






55+ years (43) 
Cross-sectional 
n = 98 
6-item ‘attitude to ageing’ 
measure (developed by 
researchers) 
GDS-15 Less positive attitudes towards 
ageing were associated with more 
depressive symptoms (rs=-.42, 







regression analysis revealed attitudes 
to ageing explained 19.5% of the 
variance in GDS scores (the largest 
predictor).  
 
Lai & Tong (2012) 
China 
Shanghai residents who 
live alone  
60+ years (73) 
Cross-sectional 
n = 228 
6-item ‘attitudes towards 
ageing’ measure 
(developed by the 
researchers) 
GDS-15 More depressive symptoms were 
significantly associated with less 
positive attitudes to ageing (β=-.242, 
p<.01). Depression revealed the 
strongest influence on attitudes to 
ageing, compared to demographics, 
social exclusion and physical health. 
 




60+ years (47) 
Cross-sectional 
n = 316 
OPS CES-D Attitudes to ageing significantly 
correlated with depression (r=-.40, 
p<.001). Hierarchical regression 
analyses revealed attitudes to ageing 
were significantly negatively related 
to depression (R2=.04, p<.05). 
 




60+ years (60) 
Cross-sectional 
n = 242 
AAQ GDS-30 Moderate correlations between 
Physical Change and Psychosocial 
Loss AAQ domains and overall GDS 
scores (r=-.347, p<.001; r = .448, 
p<.001 respectively). Participants 
with lower depressive scores (GDS-
30 ≥ 11) scored significantly higher 
on Physical Change domains (t = 
4.732, p<.001) and significantly 
lower on the Psychosocial Loss 
domain (t = -5.583, p<.001) than 
those with higher depressive 
symptoms. No significant correlation 
was found between Psychological 
Growth and GDS.   
 




Approx. 75 years (51) 
Data form part of a 
longitudinal study 
n = 792 
AAQ HADS Higher scores on Psychosocial Loss 
were associated with higher 







anxiety scores (r=.292, p<.01). 
Higher scores on the Physical 
Change domain were associated with 
lower depression and anxiety scores 
(r=-.337, p<.001) and r = .169, 
p<.001) respectively. Higher scores 
on Psychological Growth were also 
associated with lower levels of 
depression (r=-.211, p<.001) but no 
significant relationship with anxiety. 
Multiple regression analysis revealed 
depression and anxiety predicted 
Psychosocial Loss (p<.01) but not he 
Psychological Growth or Physical 
Change. Personality variables and 
affect (depression/anxiety) together 
were the most substantial predictors 
of attitudes to ageing. 
 
Sindi et al (2012) 
Canada 
Older adults 
58-85 years (45) 
Data forms part of a 
longitudinal study 




Two sections; general 
perceptions of ageing and 
self-perceptions of 
ageing. 
GDS-30 Increased total negative self-
perception of ageing significantly 
predicted increased depressive 
symptoms (r2=.447, p<.001). Total 
general perceptions of ageing was 
removed due to lack of explanatory 
weight in the model. Total self-
perceptions of ageing explained 
almost 50% of the variance for 
geriatric depression. 
 
AAQ: Attitudes to Ageing Questionnaire, ALF: Assisted Living Facilities, CES-D: Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, GAI: Geriatric Anxiety Inventory, 
GDS-15: 15-item Geriatric Depression Scale, GDS-30: 30 item Geriatric Depression Scale; HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, ILSE: Interdisciplinary Study 
on Adult Development; OPS: Older People’s Scale, PGCMS: Philadelphia Geriatric Center Morale Scale, SF-12: Medical Outcomes Study 12-item Short Form, SDS: 20-
item Self-rating Depression Scale. 
a
Missing data on gender for Norway. 
 
































































































































2 1 0 1 2 2 2 N/Aª 2 2 0 2 16/22 
Lai 
(2004) 
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 N/Aª 1 2 1 0 17/22 
Lai 
(2005) 
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 N/Aª 1 2 1 2 19/22 
 








2 2 2 1 2 2 2 N/Aª 2 2 1 1 19/22 
Lu et al 
(2010) 









2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 21/24 
Sindi et al 
(2012) 
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 2 2 1 2 20/24 
 
ª Oral interviews were carried out therefore no opportunity for missing data.




Sampling and methodology 
 
The  majority of  the  studies  looked  at  community-dwelling  older  adults  (both  male  and 
female) who were randomly selected using electoral/telephone registers, or recruited 
opportunistically. Four studies, however, looked at specific population groups including: 
older adults residing in assisted living facilities (Jang et al, 2006); older adults who live alone 
(Lai & Tong, 2012); or Chinese immigrants in Canada (Lai, 2004, 2005). The 12 studies 
were carried out across different countries. Chachamovich et al (2008) recruited an 
international sample across 20 countries, whereas the remaining 11 studies were carried out 




Attitudes to ageing, age stereotypes or perceptions of ageing in older adults were measured 
using various instruments across the 12 studies. Five studies (Bryant et al, 2012; Chachamovich 
et al, 2008; Kalfoss et al, 2010; Lucas-Carrasco et al, 2013; Shenkin et al, 2012) 
incorporated the AAQ which, as described earlier, demonstrates good psychometric properties 
(Laidlaw et al, 2007). Jang et al (2006) used the 5-item ‘attitudes towards own aging’ subscale 
of the PGCMS.  Lu et al (2009) incorporated the OPS which is a standardised scale developed 
specifically for the Chinese population. The authors note that the OPS is more of a measure of 
attitudes towards older people which can be implemented across the whole age group, 
however, they suggest that older adults will draw information from their own experience of 
ageing and thus reflects a measure of their own attitudes towards ageing (Lu et al, 2009). Three 
studies (Lai, 2004, 2005; Lai & Tong, 2012) used the ‘attitudes towards ageing’ measure, a 6-
item questionnaire developed Lai and colleagues, which is designed to relate to the Chinese 
cultural context and values of how Chinese older people view themselves. Limited information 
on the psychometric properties of this measure across each study is reported. Lai (2004), (2005) 
and Lai and Tong (2012) only provided Cronbach’s α values which were .55, .54 and .67 
respectively. The final two studies measured variations on attitudes to ageing: Kliegel and 
Zimprich (2005) measured ‘negative age stereotypes’ and Sindi et al (2012) looked at ‘age 
perceptions’ which similarly provided limited information on psychometric properties, 
reporting only Cronbach’s α values (.71 and .76 respectively).  
 
Depression and anxiety was also assessed using different measures across the 12 studies. 




Although not all studies reported on the psychometric properties, all measures used were 
reliable and valid; this was part of the inclusion criteria. The GDS was the most commonly 
used measure incorporated in eight studies (Chachamovich et al, 2008; Jang et al, 2006; Kalfoss 
et al, 2010; Lai, 2004, 2005; Lai & Tong, 2012; Lucas-Carrasco et al, 2013; Sindi et al, 2012) 
and is a questionnaire designed specifically to measure depression in older adults (Yesavage 
et al, 1986). 
 
Key findings relevant to review 
 
All 12 studies reported significant relationships between attitudes to ageing, age stereotypes 
or self-perceptions of ageing, and depression and anxiety. Multiple regression analyses were 
carried out in eight studies (Bryant et al, 2012; Chachamovich et al, 2008; Lai, 2004, 2005; 
Lai & Tong, 2012; Lu et al, 2009; Shenkin et al, 2012; Sindi et al, 2012), five of which attitudes 
to ageing was the predictor variable with depression and anxiety as the outcome variables. 
Attitudes to ageing was either the strongest predictor of depression or anxiety (Bryant et al, 
2012; Lai, 2005; Sindi et al, 2012) or the second highest predictor after community 
participation (Lu et al, 2009) and chronic illness (Lai, 2004). Chachamovich et al (2008) and 
Lai and Tong (2012) incorporated depression, and Shenkin et al (2012) both depression and 
anxiety, as predictor variables and attitudes to ageing as an outcome measure. In all three 
studies increased depression and anxiety scores were the highest predictor of negative 
attitudes to ageing. It is worth noting that Shenkin et al combined depression and anxiety 
with personality variables. 
 
Bryant et al (2012), Kalfoss et al (2010), Lucas-Carrasco et al (2013) and Shenkin et al 
(2012) carried out more detailed analysis looking at the relationship between the three 
individual domains of the AAQ and depression and anxiety. Psychosocial Loss was the only 
domain demonstrating significant relationships with depression and anxiety across all three 
studies; mixed results were found for the relationship between Psychological Growth and 
Physical Change, and depression and anxiety (see Table 2).






The relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental health status in older adults is 
evident. A more negative attitude to ageing is associated with increased depression or anxiety 
levels. Despite the variability between population group, culture, setting and measures used, 
the relationship between the two constructs appears robust. 
 
When considering the individual domains of the AAQ and the link to depression and anxiety, 
Lucas-Carrasco et al (2013) attributed the non-significant relationship between the 
Psychological Growth domain and GDS to the heterogeneous nature of the sample, which 
included caregivers as well as non-caregivers.  The authors note that their findings are difficult 
to explain given Laidlaw et al (2007) larger international study reported good psychometric 
properties on all three domains. These inconsistent findings with regards to the individual  
domains  of  the  AAQ  suggest  the  need  for  continued  research  into  the psychometric 
properties of the AAQ across different samples. 
 
This review highlighted, however, that there are few studies where the main aim is to 
investigate the relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental health status in older adults.  
In addition there were only two studies retrieved which incorporated anxiety as an outcome 
measure. Reviewing the research investigating the specific relationship between attitudes to 
ageing and anxiety was limited due to a paucity of studies currently. Nevertheless the results 
of the two studies reveal promising preliminary findings which will prompt further exploration. 
 
Strengths of the review 
 
This review sought unpublished studies by contacting authors of the key papers thereby 
reducing the potential for publication bias. Additionally, subjective bias of quality analysis 
was minimised by employing a second independent person who rated 50% of the studies. 
 
Limitations of review 
 
There are methodological limitations to the studies included in this review. The convenience 
sampling and   self-selected   methods   used in   most   of the   studies   does   not   ensure 




generalisability to the general population of older adults due to potential characteristic 
differences in respondents and non-respondents. Additionally, the cross-sectional nature of all 
the studies limits the results to a single time point preventing consideration of causality, i.e. 
negative  attitudes  to  ageing  cause  mental  health  difficulties  or  vice  versa.  Longitudinal 
studies are required to address this question. 
 
The various measures used for both attitudes to ageing and mental health increased the 
heterogeneity of this review which meant it was difficult to synthesize and directly compare 
the 12 studies.   As the AAQ continues to develop world-wide recognition and become 
validated across various cultures, further studies looking explicitly at this relationship using 
the AAQ will emerge over time allowing for a more integrated, cohesive review. Finally, this 
review was restricted to studies written in English, and the inevitable limitations of the search 
strategy may have restricted the number of relevant articles for inclusion. 
 
Implications for research and clinical practice 
 
The results of this review highlight several implications for research and clinical practice. As 
described earlier, attitudes towards ageing are generally positive in the older adult population 
group (Bryant et al, 2012; Laidlaw et al 2007; Quinn et al, 2009) and more contemporary views 
on ageing are beginning to emerge. For example, older adults contributing to society in terms 
of informal work  and voluntary activities, or caring for  younger family members (WHO, 
2002).  Although these modern visions of old age challenge current negative age stereotypes, 
they still exist in society. Laidlaw and Pachana (2009) acknowledge the importance of 
correcting these negative assumptions surrounding old age, which can be achieved through 
continued research into older adults’ attitudes to ageing. 
 
The relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental health status highlights the importance 
of geriatric mental health professionals and clinicians considering ‘attitudes to ageing’ when 
working with the older adult population.  Incorporating the AAQ as an assessment or outcome 
measure within clinical and therapeutic contexts could help clinicians acknowledge attitudes, 
and explore the interplay between attitudes to ageing and mental health. Indeed the theory that 
attitudes are mood-state dependent would encourage the concurrent assessment of both mood 
and attitudes in older adults who present with mental health difficulties. This could help 




establish whether a person’s low mood or anxiety is wrongly tied up with negative attitudes to 
growing old, and whether these attitudes need to be challenged. Targeting attitudes within a 
psychological framework could be a helpful way of directly targeting depression and other 
mental health difficulties.  Indeed, Laidlaw and Pachana (2009) suggest that negative attitudes 
to ageing could be challenged within a cognitive behavioural therapeutic context, examining 
evidence for and against their negative beliefs. 
 
In terms of future research, Shenkin et al (2012) recognise that there is no data on cut-off 
scores for the AAQ and suggest this could improve the overall scoring of the questionnaire. 
The AAQ cut-off scores could then be mapped onto GDS scores or other mental health outcome 
measures to further establish a relationship between attitudes to ageing and mental health. 






With  the  AAQ  gaining  wider  recognition  and  usage  among  clinicians  and  researchers 
working with the general older adult population, older adults’ attitudes towards ageing will 
become more widely understood; slowly eradicating existing negative age stereotypes. The 
current evidence linking attitudes to ageing and mental health status in older adults highlights 
the need to assess and target negative to attitudes to ageing as a means to improving mental 
health difficulties.  Further research into the psychometric properties and cut-off scores to the 
AAQ is warranted, and longitudinal studies investigating the relationship between attitudes to 
ageing and mental health in older adults should be considered to allow for inference of 
causality.
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Quality of life and attitudes to ageing have been explored in the context of mental and physical 
health problems in older adults. The interplay between quality of life and attitudes to ageing 
has received little attention. The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between 
attitudes to ageing and quality of life in an international sample of older adults (≥57 years). 
A comparison of attitudes to ageing and quality of life ratings between those aged 57 and 79 
years old (youngest-old) and those over 80 years old (oldest-old) is considered. The relationship 
between attitudes to ageing and quality of life is also explored in both age groups.   
 
Methods 
An international cross-sectional study consisting of 5566 participants was carried out. 
Opportunistic samples were recruited from 20 different countries across the world. Socio- 
demographic variables including age, gender, marital status and depression, along with 
attitudes to ageing, were considered in relation to quality of life. The Attitudes to Ageing 
Questionnaire and the World Health Organisation Quality of Life assessment for older 
adults was used, alongside the brief version of the WHOQOL measure. Statistical analyses 
involved correlation and multiple regression analyses and comparison of means. 
 
Results 
The findings revealed more positive attitudes to ageing were associated with a better quality 
of life in older adults. Further a more positive attitude to ageing was a significant predictor of 
better quality of life. Those over 80 years old demonstrated significantly more negative 
attitudes to ageing and a poorer quality of life. Positive attitudes to ageing was a significant 
predictor of better quality of life in both the youngest-old and oldest-old age groups.   
 
Conclusions 
Attitudes to ageing and QOL are positively related. Clinicians and researchers would benefit 
from the combined use of psychometric measures to investigate attitudes to ageing and quality 
of life in older adults. The findings highlight the importance of better recognition of negative 
ageing attitudes and the promotion of attitude change in an attempt to improve quality of life 
in older adults. Longitudinal studies are required to address the temporal relationship between 
the two constructs.        





The population of those aged 60 years and older is rapidly growing. Across the world this age 
group is estimated to increase from 810 million in 2012 to 2 billion in 2050 (United Nations, 
2012). The fastest growing age group is those over 80 years old with numbers expected to 
quadruple to 395 million between 2000 and 2050 (World Health Organisation, 2012). This 
rapid growth in our ageing population presents many challenges including the increased 
demand for geriatric health care. There is a need to better understand the ageing process in 
order to provide more effective care for this population group. 
 
The process of ageing is heterogeneous (Shenkin et al, 2012) and with increased life 
expectancy the needs and experiences of older adults are becoming even more diverse 
(Laidlaw & Pachana, 2009). Two, possibly even three, generations may exist within the over 
60 age group, affirming the varying needs of this population group. As we grow older, the 
likelihood of living with a chronic physical or mental illness increases. The medical model of 
gerontological health care focuses on ‘curing’ people of disease or illness. The World Health 
Organisation (WHO) recognised the importance of considering a holistic approach to health 
care and views quality of life (QOL) as a key construct to consider in the older adult 
population group (WHOQOL Group, 1998a). An important objective in gerontological care is 
the improvement or maintenance of QOL rather than focusing solely on the prolongation of 
life, or eradication of illness and disease (Chan, Chien, Thompson, Chiu & Lam, 2006; 
WHOQOL Group, 1998a). QOL has predominantly been explored in the context of health, 
and research indicates that chronic physical illness can impact negatively on an individual’s 
QOL (Dowdy et al, 2005; Mols, Vingerhoets, Coebergh, van de Poll-Franse, 2005; Thrall, 
Lane, Carroll & Lip, 2006). Consideration of QOL in older adults is therefore valuable given 
the probable existence of chronic illness within this age group.  
 
Quality of life 
 
QOL is a multi-dimensional concept encompassing a range of physical, environmental, 
psychological, social and spiritual aspects. WHO’s definition of QOL is perhaps the most 
renowned and defines QOL as “an individuals’ perception of their position in life in the context 
of the culture and value systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, 
standards and concerns” (WHOQOL Group, 1995, p.1405).  
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Research has revealed that older adults rate their overall QOL positively (The WHOQOL 
Group, 1998) even in the presence of physical health difficulties (Bowling, Seetai, Morris 
& Ebrahim, 2007). Brown and Roose (2011) explored various aspects of QOL across the adult 
and older adult population (age 30-98 years) and found that environmental QOL increased with 
age; social and psychological QOL remained stable; and physical health QOL decreased with 
age. Farquhar (1995) looked at age differences in perceptions of QOL within an older adult 
sample. Their results revealed that 25% of the ‘very elderly’ sample (85+ years) rated their 
QOL as ‘very negatively’ compared to only 6% in the ‘younger elderly’ sample (65-85 years). 
The majority of respondents attributed their negative QOL to disability, ill health, or being 
unhappy or miserable. Nevertheless, almost two-thirds of the overall sample rated QOL 
positively (Farquhar, 1995). These findings suggest that growing older may impact negatively 
on perceptions of QOL, but perhaps only certain aspects of QOL and not until one reaches the 
very late stages of life. Depression has been found to be the most influential predictor of 
QOL across the general adult population and there is growing research illustrating this 
association in older adults (Chachamovich, Fleck, Laidlaw & Power, 2008; Chan et al, 2006; 
Martinez-Martin et al, 2012; Naumann & Byrne, 2004; Trentini et al, 2011). Consideration of 
QOL in the context of mental health in older adults is therefore important.  
 
WHO recognised the importance of developing a measure of QOL (WHOQOL Group, 1995) 
and constructed the WHOQOL-100 questionnaire. This process was undertaken 
simultaneously across different cultures using an extensive, iterative process resulting in a 
cross-culturally reliable and valid measure (WHOQOL Group, 1998b). The WHOQOL-100 is 
a subjective, holistic measure incorporating cultural, social and environmental aspects which 
identifies an individual’s perceived QOL (WHOQOL Group, 1998a). An abbreviated version 
was subsequently developed, known as the WHOQOL-BREF, which can also be applied cross- 
culturally (WHOQOL Group, 1998c). Following this the WHOQOL-Old, an add-on module, 
was developed specifically for use in the older adult population (Power, Quinn, Schmidt, & 
the WHOQOL Group, 2005). The WHOQOL measures provide a framework for assessing the 
impact of psychological and physical difficulties on QOL, and have been identified as useful 
outcome indicators to monitor progress in treatment and evaluate service delivery (Naumann 
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Attitudes to ageing 
 
Negative age stereotypes and attitudes t owards old age are common, particularly among 
western cultures (Levy, 2003; Gething et al, 2002). These stereotypes depict old age as a time 
of loss, loneliness and negativity (Shenkin et al, 2012). Young people’s attitudes towards 
growing old and attitudes across the whole age group, including geriatric health care workers, 
have been explored and generally reflect a negative stance towards the ageing process 
(Abrams, Eilola & Swift, 2009; Gething et al, 2002; Seefeldt, Jantz, Galper & Serock, 1977; 
Yun & Lachman, 2006).   
 
Levy (2003) proposed that these negative age stereotypes are developed in early childhood and 
maintained or reinforced throughout adulthood. When one reaches old age these stereotypes 
are internalised resulting in self-stereotypes. Self-stereotypes lead to negative expectations and 
attitudes towards growing old. Levy (2003) suggested that debilitation in old age might be 
partly due to negative aging self-stereotypes, rather than an inevitable biological process. 
Korthase and Trenholme (1983) also proposed that early perceptions of ageing form an 
attitudinal framework which determines, to some extent, how we adapt to and cope with the 
process of growing old, therefore impacting on “the quality of our later years” (Korthase & 
Trenholme, 1983, p.893). 
 
A series of experimental and longitudinal studies across the lifespan looked at the effect age 
stereotypes and self-perceptions of ageing have on various psychosocial factors including 
behaviours, and physical and cognitive functioning. These age stereotypes or perceptions were 
measured experimentally using subliminal techniques, or explicitly using self-report 
questionnaires. Results revealed that those who reported or were primed with positive ageing 
stereotypes revealed better functional health 18 years later (Levy, Slade & Kasl, 2002); were 
more likely to live longer and engage in positive health behaviours (Levy & Myers, 2004; Levy, 
Slade, Kunkel & Kasl, 2002) and performed better on memory tests (Levy, 1996). These results 
confirm the suggestion that negative ageing stereotypes formed in childhood, play a role in the 
physical or mental debilitation in old age (Levy, 2003). 
 
Gaining a deeper understanding of the ageing process can only be elicited from older 
adults (Laidlaw, Power and Schmidt, 2007). Laidlaw et al thus developed an ‘attitudes to 
ageing’ questionnaire (AAQ) specifically for use in the older adult population group. This 
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questionnaire measures older adults’ attitudes and perceptions of this life stage. Prior to this, 
measures of older adults’ attitudes to ageing were limited. The AAQ has been incorporated 
in a growing body of research exploring the impact these attitudes have on behaviours, 
emotional and physical functioning. Results revealed that older adults who held more negative 
attitudes to ageing reported significantly poorer physical health (Bryant et al, 2012), were more 
depressed (Chachamovich et al, 2008), and were less likely to seek treatment for mental health 
problems, perceiving their difficulties as an inevitable consequence of ageing (Quinn, Laidlaw 
& Murray, 2009).   
 
The significant impact that ageing self-stereotypes and attitudes to ageing have on various 
psychosocial outcomes, including mental and physical health, in older adults is evident. Given 
that these psychosocial variables, particularly depression, are also important to QOL it is 
surprising that the relationship between attitudes to ageing and QOL has received little 
attention.  It is possible that older adults’ attitudes to ageing may impact on their QOL. One 
study examined ‘perceptions of ageing’ and ‘individually defined QOL,’ among other socio-
demographic and health variables including depression, in a substantial sample (n=1815) of 
Irish community-dwelling older adults.  Results revealed that positive perceptions of ageing 
were associated with better QOL, with ageing perceptions contributing to four per cent of the 
variance in QOL, a relatively modest influence (Hickey et al, 2010). This study provides 
preliminary evidence of an association between the two paradigms, and indicates the need for 





To our knowledge no study has looked at the relationship between attitudes to ageing and 
QOL in older adults using the AAQ and WHOQOL measures: this is the first aim of this study. 
 
First research hypothesis:  
 A more positive attitude to ageing is associated with a better QOL in older adults.  
  
The second aim seeks to determine the extent to which attitudes to ageing contributes to 
the variance in QOL. Given depression has already been identified as a strong predictor of 
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QOL in older adults (Chachamovich, Fleck, Laidlaw & Power, 2008; Chan et al, 2006; Hickey 
et al, 2010; Martinez-Martin et al, 2012; Naumann & Byrne, 2004; Trentini et al, 2011) this 
is included as a predictor in the current model alongside other socio-demographic variables. 
 
Second research hypothesis: 
 A more positive attitude to ageing will be a significant predictor of better QOL in older 
adults. 
 
The fastest growing age group is those over 80 years old and it has been identified that aspects 
of QOL are negatively affected as one reaches this later stage in life (Brown & Roose, 2011; 
Farquhar, 1995). A third aim is therefore to investigate the difference in attitudes to ageing 
and QOL ratings between ‘younger’ older adults (57-79 years old) and adults aged 80+ years. 
These two age groups are defined as ‘youngest-old’ and ‘oldest-old.’  
 
Third research hypothesis: 
 Quality of life and attitudes to ageing will be more negatively rated in the oldest-old 
age group.  
 
The extent to which attitudes to ageing contributes to the variance in QOL is explored across 
both age groups.   
 
Fourth research hypothesis: 
 A more positive attitude to ageing will be a significant predictor of better QOL in both 
the youngest-old and oldest-old age groups. 







The World Health Organisation group carried out a large international cross-sectional study on 
QOL in older adults (Power et al, 2005). Data were collected from 20 different centres 
world-wide across Europe, North America, South America, Asia and Africa. The sample size 
recruited in each centre varied between n=116 (Edinburgh) and n=455 (Umea). Opportunistic 
samples were recruited from university hospitals, nursing homes and community groups. Initial 
criteria included those over 60 years old; however two participants aged less than 60 years (57 
and 59 years) were included. This study looked at data from 5566 participants, aged over 57 
years, who completed the WHOQOL BREF (WHOQOL Group, 1998c), WHOQOL- Old 
module (Power et al, 2005), Attitudes to Ageing Questionnaire (AAQ) (Laidlaw et al, 





WHOQOL-BREF  is  a  26-item  generic  instrument  measuring  QOL  and  forms  a  shorter 
version of the WHOQOL-100 questionnaire (WHOQOL Group, 1998b). It assesses four 
domains: Physical Health, Psychological, Social Relationships and Environment (WHOQOL 
Group, 1998c). Each domain contains a number of sub-categories, known as ‘facets’, which 
include a number of items that relate to a similar theme. For example, the Physical Health 
domain includes facets such as activities of daily living; energy and fatigue; mobility etc. 
Psychological includes facets such as bodily and physical appearance; positive and negative 
feelings; self-esteem etc. Social Relationships focuses on personal relationships; social 
support and sexual activity and finally Environment considers financial resources; transport; 
home and physical environment; accessibility and quality of health and social care; 
participation in leisure activities etc. In order to maintain the level of comprehensiveness, one 
item from each of the 24 facets in the WHOQOL-100 was incorporated in the WHOQOL-
BREF questionnaire, as well as two items from the overall QOL and the general health facet. 
The method of selection of the original items for the WHOQOL-100 and the selection of 
appropriate items for the WHOQOL-BREF is detailed in WHOQOL Group 1998b and 1998c 
papers. High correlations between WHOQOL-100 and WHOQOL-BREF domain scores 
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were shown to range from .89 to .95, and the WHOQOL-BREF revealed good internal 
consistency, content validity, discriminant validity and test-retest reliability (WHOQOL 
Group, 1998c). Individual overall scores can range from 26 to 130, with higher scores 
indicating better QOL. 
 
WHOQOL-Old measure is a 24 item add-on module which can be used in conjunction with 
WHOQOL-BREF or WHOQOL-100. It was designed specifically for use in the older adult 
population. It was developed using the same methodological procedures as the WHOQOL- 
BREF and WHOQOL-100 instruments and demonstrates good psychometric properties. It 
comprises of six domains: Sensory Abilities; Autonomy; Death and Dying; Past, Present and 
Future Activities; Social Participation and Intimacy (Power et al, 2005). Sensory Abilities 
includes facets assessing sensory functioning and the impact of loss of sensory abilities on 
QOL. Autonomy considers independence, living autonomously and taking own decisions. 
Death and Dying explores fears and worries about death and dying. Past, Present, and Future 
Activities considers satisfaction about ones achievements in life and at things they are looking 
forward to. Social Participation includes facets such as participation in activities of daily 
living, particularly in the community and finally Intimacy explores being able to have 
personal and intimate relationships. Individual overall scores range from 24 to 120 with 
higher scores again signifying better QOL. 
 
The AAQ is a 24-item questionnaire measuring subjective perception of ageing, and focuses 
on Psychological Growth, Psychosocial Loss and Physical Change (Laidlaw et al, 2007). 
Psychological Growth explores wisdom and acceptance in old age; Psychosocial Loss 
considers the deterioration or loss of social and psychological factors; and Physical Change 
looks at changes in health and physical well-being. This was developed using the same 
methodological procedure as the WHOQOL instruments and  demonstrates  strong  reliability  
and  validity  and  can  be  applied  cross-culturally. Individual scores range from 24 to 120 
and higher scores indicate more positive attitudes to ageing. 
 
The GDS is a reliable and valid self-rating depression scale designed specifically for use in 
older adults (Yesavage et al, 1983). It consists of 30 items with a simple ‘yes/no’ response 
format, allowing for ease of administration and provides one overall score ranging from 0 to 
30, with higher scores indicating more depressive symptoms. Given the increased co- 
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morbidity of physical health problems in older adults this measure focuses more on non- 
somatic symptomology including the emotional and cognitive elements of depression. The 
GDS-15  is  a  shorter  version  of  the  original  GDS  (Yesavage  &  Sheikh,  1986)  and 
demonstrates satisfactory sensitivity and specificity across various population groups including 
the oldest-old (de Craen, Heeren & Gussekloo, 2003), geriatric inpatients (Shah, 
Phongsathorn, Bielawska & Katona, 1996), primary care patients (D’Ath, Katona, Mullan, 
Evans & Katona, 1994; Mitchell, Bird, Rizzo & Meader, 2010) and functionally impaired, 
cognitively intact individuals (Friedman, Heisel & Delavan, 2005). The GDS-15 was 




The minimum sample size for multiple regression is 100 + n, where n is the number of predictor 
variables in the equation (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996), therefore there are no concerns 
regarding the statistical power in the present study. 
 
Statistical analysis was run using Statistics Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 19.0 
software. Prior to carrying out analyses to test the study’s hypotheses a series of diagnostic 
investigations of the dataset were conducted. Firstly, missing value analyses were conducted. 
Missing values were relatively low for the WHOQOL-BREF and WHOQOL-Old (ranging 
from 0.9 to 4.5%) with the exception of two items. The item “How satisfied are you with your 
sex life?” within the WHOQOL-BREF and the WHOQOL-Old item “How much do you fear 
being in pain before you die?” revealed 14.2% and 7.1% missing values respectively. 
Exploring missing data further revealed that single or widowed females were most likely to 
miss out the item considering sex life. There was no distinct pattern across the socio-
demographic information to explain the missing data for item “How much do you fear being 
in pain?” A high number of missing values was found in the GDS-15. All items revealed 
missing values ranging from 9.2% and 17%. “Do you feel full of energy” and “Do you prefer 
to stay at home, rather than going out and doing new things” received the highest percentage 
of missing values; both 17%. Little’s Missing Completely at Random test (MCAR; Little and 
Rubin, 1987) was significant (x
2   
=61214.690; df = 50956; p<.000) revealing that data were 
not missing at random within the dataset. This is one of the considerations for usual procedures 
for replacement of missing values (RMV). 
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Missing values were imputed using two different methods; median imputation method and 
regression estimation method (Clark-Carter, 2010). Median imputation is a basic approach to 
RMV and imputes the median value for the scores which are available for that variable 
(Clark-Carter, 2010). The regression imputation method, a more sophisticated approach, uses 
a regression model to predict values for missing data from complete data (Clark-Carter, 
2010). Mean and standard deviations for the main predictor and outcome variables were almost 
identical when descriptive statistics for imputed and non-imputed data were compared 
indicating that imputing missing values did not bias the dataset. 
 
The total sample was analysed through descriptive statistics initially. Correlation analysis was 
run to explore the relationship between attitudes to ageing and quality of life in the overall 
sample. Multiple regression analyses was then applied in each domain of the WHOQOL-
BREF and the WHOQOL-Old to detect the impact of attitudes to ageing on QOL. Age, gender, 
educational level, marital status and depression were used as independent variables, along with 
attitudes to ageing. Next, the sample was divided into ‘youngest-old’ (57-79 years) and ‘oldest 
old’ (80+ years) and descriptive statistics were run to investigate the differences between 
attitudes to ageing and QOL in both samples. Correlation and multiple regression analyses was 
then applied to both samples to explore the relationship between attitudes to ageing and QOL 
and detect if attitudes to ageing is a significant predictor of QOL in both the youngest-old 
and oldest-old age groups.  







The full dataset consisted of 5566 respondents. Only 4875 completed the AAQ, but due to 
missing socio-demographic data the sample was reduced to 4616; this sample was included in 
the correlation and regression analysis. 
 
Table 1. Total sample characteristics 
a 
 
Characteristic n (%) or M (SD) 
Age: M (SD) 72.5 (8.0)
 
Gender 
   Male  





   Illiterate 
   School/trade 
   College or higher 
















GDS-15 3.5 (3.1) 
WHOQOL-Old: M (SD) 87.0 (12.9) 
WHOQOL BREF: M (SD) 95.6 (14.6) 
AAQ: M (SD) 82.7 (12.3) 
a 




Potential multicollinearity was tested through the variance inflation factor in each regression 
model. Variance inflation values ranged from 1.09 to 1.73 indicating that there are no strong 
linear relationships among the predictors (Field, 2005). Bivariate correlations between 
predictor values were all below .6 further confirming the absence of collinearity (Table 2). The 
data distribution by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed a normal distribution of 
all dependent variables (WHOQOL-BREF, WHOQOL-Old) and examination of residual 
plot revealed that the assumptions of linearity, homoscedasticity and normality were met. 
Cronbach’s alpha for each of the domains within the WHOQOL-BREF, WHOQOL-Old and 
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AAQ were acceptable ranging from .6 to .9 (Clark-Carter, 2010).  
 
First research hypothesis:  
 A more positive attitude to ageing is associated with a better QOL in older adults.  
 
Table 2 presents Pearson’s correlation co-efficients for all predictor and outcome variables. All 
three AAQ domains; Psychosocial Loss, Psychological Growth, and Physical Change were 
positively related to the WHOQOL-Old (r=.617, r=.382 and r=.543 respectively at p<.01 level) 








Table 2. Pearson’s correlation co-efficient for all predictor and outcome variables. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
 
1 Age 1 
 
2 Gender -.006  1 
 
3 Education level .113*  -.083* 1 
 
4 Marital status .274*  .261*  -.070* 1 
 
5 Depression .101*  .064*  -.060* .162*  1 
 
6 Psychosocial loss -.189* -.024  -.091* .175*  -.582* 1 
 
7 Psychological growth -.049* .001 -.026  -.039* -.285* .216*  1 
 
8 Physical change -.113* -.008  .045*  -.119* -.474* .475*  .374*  1 
 
9 Sensory abilities .254*  .044*  .065*  -.144* -.424* .451*  .142*  .344*  1 
 
10 Autonomy -.098* .006 .107*  -.035  -.476* .435*  .274*  .436*  .355*  1 
 
11 PPF -.037  -.033  .069*  -.096* -.562* .488*  .394*  .467*  .344*  .624*  1 
 
12 Social participation -.126* .015 .063*  .099*  -.544* .492*  .339*  .528*  .391*  .545*  .655*  1 
 
13 Death and dying .007*  -.103* -.011  -.020  -.271* .317*  .131*  .171*  .206*  .137*  .198*  .200*  1 
 
14 Intimacy -.092* -.120* .065*  -.292* -.369* .317*  .288*  .297*  .195*  .363*  .494*  .388*  .038 1 
 
15 WHOQOL-Old overall -.129*-.057* .085*  -.181* -.650* .617*  .382*  .543*  .623*  .718*  .798*  .766*  .485*  .633*  1 
 
16 Physical health -.208* -.060* .199*  -.164* -.592* .522*  .248*  .615*  .501*  .513*  .512*  .599*  .224*  .302*  .647*  1 
 
17 Psychological -.084* -.082* .061*  -.138* -.667* .567*  .407*  .540*  .421*  .574*  .673*  .617*  .257*  .464*  .736*  .653*  1 
 
18 Social relationships -.036  .034 .007 -.134* -.459* .421*  .304*  .379*  .304*  .409*  .529*  .489*  .185*  .509*  .601*  .449*  .571*  1 
 
19 Environment .023 -.066* .068*  -.109* -.556* .446*  .256*  .462*  .377*  .575*  .611*  .532*  .225*  .388*  .659*  .582*  .650*  .512*  1 
 
20 WHOQOL-BREF overall -.100* -.063* .089*  -.162* -.698* .628*  .354*  .601*  .506*  .636*  .698*  .684*  .273*  .466*  .797*  .865*  .861*  .671*  .851*  1 
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Second research hypothesis: 
 A more positive attitude to ageing will be a significant predictor of better QOL in older 
adults. 
 
Predictor variables (gender, age, marital status, educational level and depression) were selected 
to constitute the regression model, together with attitudes to ageing. Twelve multiple regression 
analyses were run in order to establish the variables which would best predict overall QOL 
and the separate domains, for both the WHOQOL-BREF and the WHOQOL-Old. 
Standardised beta coefficients and R
2 
values (cumulative and individual variance) were 
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Table 3. Multiple regression analyses predicting WHOQOL scores from AAQ scores. 
Dependent 
variable 






WHOQOL-Old     





























































































































Social participation Step 1: 
Marital status 
Age 










































Death and dying Step 1: 
Gender 
Age 





























































































































WHOQOL-BREF     
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Socio-demographic variables (age, gender, marital status, education level) and AAQ domains were tested for entry 
as a block using stepwise method and retained based on statistical criteria (p-values lower than .10 were removed 
from the model). Depression was entered at the second step. ∆R2 highlights the cumulative contribution of each 
step of the regression model to the explained variance. R2 change highlights the individual contribution of each 
variable. Β final is the co-efficient of the regression equation. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001. Marital status and 
educational level were re-coded into binary variables (Marital status: 0-single, separated and widowed; 1-married 
or partnered; Education level: 0-illiterate, school, trade; 1-college or higher).  
 
Attitudes to ageing added a significant contribution to the model explaining 13.9% and 
14.9% of the variance in the WHOQOL-Old and WHOQOL-BREF respectively. All three 
AAQ domains (Physical Change, Psychosocial Loss and Psychological Growth) contributed 
significantly to the overall WHOQOL-Old and WHOQOL-BREF. Psychosocial Loss 
contributed most to the overall WHOQOL-Old score, explaining 7.7% of the variance, 
followed by Physical Change (5.1%) and then Psychological Growth (1.1%). Physical Change 
contributed most to the overall WHOQOL-BREF, accounting for 11.1% of the variance, 
followed by Psychosocial Loss (3.7%) and then Psychological Growth (0.1%). 
 
Physical Change, Psychosocial Loss and Psychological Growth contributed significantly to 
most of the individual QOL domains, with the exception of Physical Change which did not 



























Environment Step 1: 
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to Environment (WHOQOL-BREF). Psychological Growth was negatively related to 
Physical Health (WHOQOL-BREF) and Sensory Abilities (WHOQOL-Old); the rest of the 
AAQ and WHOQOL domains were positively related. The strongest association was between 
Physical Change (AAQ) and Social Participation (WHOQOL-Old), and Physical Change 
(AAQ) and Physical Health (WHOQOL-BREF).  
 
With regard to the socio-demographic variables; marital status,  educational level and age 
contributed significantly to the WHOQOL-Old overall score (6.7%); however, gender did 
not. The same pattern was found for the WHOQOL-BREF overall score, with marital status, 
education level and age accounting for 4.8% in the variance.  Depression contributed the most 
variance, out of all the predictor variables, to both QOL measures (37.2% in the WHOQOL-
Old overall score and 44.5% in the WHOQOL-BREF overall score) and was negatively 
associated with QOL. The overall model explained 57.8% of the variance in QOL when 
considering the WHOQOL-Old and 64.2 % of the variance in the WHOQOL-BREF.  
 
Third research hypothesis: 
 Quality of life and attitudes to ageing will be more negatively rated in the oldest-old 
age group.  
 
The total sample was then split into youngest-old (57-79 years) and oldest-old (80-100 years) 
age categories. Firstly, descriptive statistics were run on the youngest-old and oldest-old 
samples (Table 4) and then summary scores for both age groups were compared (Table 5).  
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n (%) or M (SD) 
Age: M (SD) 69.2 (5.4) 84.1 (3.7) 
Gender   
Male 1760 (42) 504 (41.9) 
Female 2428 (58) 698 (58.1) 
Marital status   
Single 225 (5.5) 66 (5.6) 
Married/Partnered 2610 (64.1) 480 (41.1) 
Separated 356 (8.7) 60 (5.1) 
Widowed 883 (21.7) 563 (48.2) 
Education level 
Illiterate 113 (2.8) 28 (2.4) 
School/Trade 2644 (64.4) 869 (74.0) 
College/University 1273 (31) 239 (20.3) 
Other 74 (1.8) 39 (3.3) 
GDS-15 3.4 (3.1) 3.9 (3.04) 
 
a
Missing data for gender, marital status and education level. 
b
Missing data for marital status 
and education level. 
 
Table 5. Comparison of means between age groups 
 






WHOQOL-OldSensory abilities 15.9 (3.3) 14.3 (3.6) .000*** 
Autonomy 14.7 (2.8) 14.2 (2.8) .000*** 
Past, present and future activities 14.3 (2.8) 14.1 (2.7) .012* 
Social participation 14.7 (2.9) 14.0 (3.1) .000*** 
Death and dying 13.9 (3.9) 14.7 (3.8) .000*** 
Intimacy 14.0 (3.8) 13.3 (3.8) .000*** 
Overall 87.6 (12.9) 84.6 (12.6) .000*** 
WHOQOL-BREF 
Physical health 26.0 (5.1) 24.1 (5.4) .000*** 
Psychological 22.0 (3.7) 21.6 (3.7) .000*** 
Social relationships 10.8 (2.0) 10.7 (1.9) .469 
Environment 29.9 (5.1) 30.2 (4.9) .041* 
Overall 96.0 (14.7) 93.7 (14.6) .000*** 
AAQ 
Psychological growth 27.6 (4.6) 27.1 (4.9) .004** 
Psychosocial loss 28.9 (6.0) 27.2 (5.8) .000*** 
Physical change 26.7 (5.6) 25.6 (5.8) .000** 
Overall 83.2 (12.2) 79.9 (12.4) .000*** 
a 
n = 4199 for WHOQOL-Old and WHOQOL BREF; n = 3765 for AAQ. 
b 
n = 1202 for 
WHOQOL- Old and WHOQOLBREF; n = 982 for AAQ. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001.
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Significant differences between the two age groups were demonstrated across the overall and 
all domain scores of the WHOQOL-Old, WHOQOL-BREF and AAQ; with the exception of 
the Social Relationship domain within the WHOQOL-BREF.  Attitudes to ageing and QOL 
overall scores were consistently lower in the oldest-old sample. At domain level, Death and 
Dying and Environment were the only two QOL domains rated more positively in the oldest- 
old; the remaining domains were scored more negatively. 
 
The extent to which attitudes to ageing contributes to the variance in QOL was then explored 
across both age groups. The oldest-old sample comprised of 1202 respondents. The AAQ was 
completed by 982 respondents, but due to missing socio-demographic data the sample was 
reduced to 963 which were included in the correlation and regression analysis. The youngest-
old sample comprised of 4199 respondents. The AAQ was completed by 3765 respondents, but 
due to missing socio-demographic data the sample was reduced to 3653 which was included in 
the correlations and regression analysis.  
 
Fourth research hypothesis: 
 Attitudes to ageing will be a significant predictor of QOL in both youngest-old and 
oldest-old age groups. 
 
Correlation analysis was first applied to both the oldest-old and youngest-old samples. In the 
youngest-old sample Psychosocial Loss, Psychological Growth, and Physical Change were 
positively related to the WHOQOL-Old (r=.618 , r=.378, r=534 respectively at p<.01 level) 
and the WHOQOL-BREF (r=.599, r=.349, r=.619 respectively at p<.01 level). In the oldest-
old sample Psychosocial Loss, Psychological Growth, and Physical Change were also 
positively related to the WHOQOL-Old (r=.584 , r=.405, r=.558 respectively at p<.01 level) 
and the WHOQOL-BREF (r=.584, r=.375, r=.652 respectively at p<.01 level). Pearson’s 
correlation co-efficients for all predictor and outcome variables in the youngest-old and 
oldest-old samples are presented in appendices D and E respectively. Twelve multiple 
regression analyses were then run across both samples to identify the variables which would 
best predict overall QOL and the separate domains for both the WHOQOL-BREF and the 
WHOQOL- Old. Standardised beta coefficients and R
2 
values (cumulative and individual 
variance) were examined to compare the impact of the independent variables on QOL; 
Table 6 and 7 present the results.
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Table 6. Multiple regression analyses predicting WHOQOL scores from AAQ scores in the 
oldest-old sample. 
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Death and dying Step 1: 
Gender 



















































































































WHOQOL-BREF     










































Psychological Step 1: 
































Social relationships Step 1: 
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Socio-demographic variables (age, gender, marital status, education level) and AAQ domains were tested for entry 
as a block using stepwise method and retained based on statistical criteria (p-values lower than .10 were removed 
from the model). Depression was entered at the second step. ∆R2 highlights the cumulative contribution of each 
step of the regression model to the explained variance. R2 change highlights the individual contribution of each 
variable. Βfinal is the co-efficient of the regression equation. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001. Marital status and 
educational level were re-coded into binary variables (Marital status: 0-single, separated and widowed; 1-married 
or partnered; Education level: 0-illiterate, school, trade; 1-college or higher).  
 
In the oldest-old sample, attitudes to ageing added a significant contribution to the model 
explaining 13.5% and 16.9% of the variance in the WHOQOL-Old and WHOQOL-BREF 
respectively. All three AAQ domains (Physical Change, Psychosocial Loss and Psychological 
Growth) contributed significantly to overall WHOQOL-Old and were positively related. 
Psychosocial Loss explained the most variance (6.7%), followed by Physical Change (5.7%) 
and then Psychological Growth (1.1%). Physical Change and Psychosocial Loss 
contributed significantly and were positively related to overall WHOQOL-BREF; 
explaining 12.3% and 4.6% of the variance respectively. Psychological Growth revealed no 
contribution to the variance in overall WHOQOL-BREF.  
 
Physical Change, Psychosocial Loss and Psychological Growth contributed significantly to 
some of the individual QOL domains. Physical Change did not contribute to Death and Dying 
(WHOQOL-Old), Psychosocial Loss did not contribute to Intimacy (WHOQOL-Old), and 
Psychological Growth did not contribute to Autonomy, Death and Dying (WHOQOL-Old) or 
Environment (WHOQOL-BREF). Psychological Growth was negatively related to Physical 
Health (WHOQOL-BREF) and Sensory Abilities (WHOQOL-Old); the rest of the 
WHOQOL and AAQ domains were positively related. The strongest association was between 
Physical Change (AAQ) and Social Participation (WHOQOL-Old), and Physical Change 
(AAQ) and Physical Health (WHOQOL-BREF). 
 
With regard to the socio-demographic variables; age, marital status and educational level 
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contributed significantly to the WHOQOL-Old overall score (explaining 3.1% of the 
variance), however gender revealed no contribution. Gender, education level and age 
contributed significantly to the WHOQOL-BREF overall score (explaining 2.6% of the 
variance), however marital status did not. Depression contributed the most variance, out of all 
the predictor variables, in both QOL measures (41% for the WHOQOL-Old overall score and 
46.3% for the WHOQOL-BREF overall score) and was negatively associated with all domains 
of QOL. The overall model explained 57.6% of the variance in QOL when considering the 
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Table 7. Multiple regression analyses predicting WHOQOL scores from AAQ scores in the 
youngest-old sample 
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Socio-demographic variables (age, gender, marital status, education level) and AAQ domains were tested for entry 
as a block using stepwise method and retained based on statistical criteria (p-values lower than .10 were removed 
from the model). Depression was entered at the second step. ∆R2 highlights the cumulative contribution of each 
step of the regression model to the explained variance. R2 change highlights the individual contribution of each 
variable. Βfinal is the co-efficient of the regression equation. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001. Marital status and 
educational level were re-coded in binary variables (Marital status: 0-single, separated and widowed; 1-married 
or partnered; Education level: 0-illiterate, school, trade; 1-college or higher).  
 
In the youngest-old sample, attitudes to ageing added a significant contribution to the model 
explaining 14.2% and 14.4% of the variance in the WHOQOL-Old and WHOQOL-BREF 
respectively.  All three AAQ domains (Physical Change, Psychosocial Loss and Psychological 
Growth) contributed significantly to overall WHOQOL-Old and WHOQOL-BREF were 
positively related. Psychosocial Loss explained the most variance (8.1%) in overall 
WHOQOL-Old, followed by Physical Change (4.9%) and then Psychological Growth (1.2%). 
Physical Change contributed the most variance to overall WHOQOL-BREF (10.9%) 
followed by Psychosocial Loss (3.4%) and Psychological Growth (0.1%).  
 
Physical Change, Psychosocial Loss and Psychological Growth contributed significantly to 
most of the individual QOL domains, with the exception of Physical Change which did not 
contribute to Death and Dying (WHOQOL-Old), and Psychological Growth did not contribute 
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Physical Health (WHOQOL-BREF) and Sensory Abilities (WHOQOL-Old); the rest of the 
AAQ and WHOQOL domains were positively related. The strongest association was between 
Physical Change (AAQ) and Social Participation (WHOQOL-Old), and Physical Change 
(AAQ) and Physical Health (WHOQOL-BREF).  
 
With regard to the socio-demographic variables; marital status, educational level and age 
contributed significantly to the WHOQOL-Old overall score (explaining 7.2% of the 
variance), however gender revealed no contribution. Marital status, education level and age 
also contributed significantly to the WHOQOL-BREF overall score (explaining 5.5% of the 
variance) with gender revealing no contribution. Depression contributed the most variance, out 
of all the predictor variables, in both QOL measures (36.2% for the WHOQOL-Old overall 
score and 43.8% for the WHOQOL-BREF overall score) and was negatively associated with 
all domains of QOL. The overall model explained 57.6% of the variance in QOL when 


























This study explored the relationship between attitudes to ageing and QOL in an international 
sample of older adults. Results revealed that there was a significant relationship between the 
two constructs: attitudes to ageing and QOL were positively related. This confirms our first 
research hypothesis which stated that a more positive attitude to ageing is associated with better 
QOL in older adults. In addition, all three AAQ domains; Physical Change, Psychosocial 
Loss and Psychological Growth contributed significantly to the variance in QOL supporting 
our second research hypothesis; a more positive attitude to ageing will be a significant predictor 
of better QOL in older adults.  
 
Psychosocial Loss contributed the most to the overall WHOQOL-Old score. Old age is 
associated with loss in social, physical and cognitive domains (Urry & Gross, 2010) and ‘loss’ 
is also incorporated within the WHOQOL-Old with regards to exploring loss in sensory 
functioning and independence. It is, therefore, not surprising that Psychosocial Loss has the 
strongest association with the WHOQOL-Old overall score. The WHOQOL-BREF has less of 
a focus on ‘loss’ since this was developed for the general adult population group, and Physical 
Change contributed the most to the overall WHOQOL-BREF. Previous research indicates that 
poor physical health can have a negative impact on QOL (Dowdy et al, 2005; Mols et al, 
2005; Thrall et al, 2006) therefore it is expected that negative attitudes towards physical 
changes experienced in old age will impact negatively on QOL perceptions. The Psychological 
Growth domain yielded the least contribution to both WHOQOL measures.  
 
On exploration of the individual items in the Psychological Growth domain, they appear to 
focus on abstract concepts including the qualities one can develop when growing older such 
as ‘wisdom’ and ‘acceptance.’ These concepts may not be as relevant or dependent on more 
concrete aspects of life such as the environment one lives in which is considered in QOL. 
Indeed the Psychological Growth domain did not contribute to the variance in the Environment 
domain. Nevertheless, one might expect psychological acceptance to be important in 
contributing to overall QOL, as suggested by the negative association found between 
Psychological Growth and the Sensory Abilities and Physical Health domains in QOL. 
This relationship suggests that as sensory abilities or physical health deteriorate in old age, 
wisdom and acceptance continue to grow. Thus reduced hearing or impairments in physical 
functioning may almost be anticipated when reaching old age and therefore embraced and 
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accepted as part of growing old. The lack of association between Psychological Growth and 
other variables might also be related to the problems in reliability of this domain as previously 
highlighted by Lucas-Carrasco et al (2013) and Chachamovich et al (2008). 
  
Comparison of youngest-old and oldest-old 
 
The third aim of this study was to determine if attitudes to ageing and QOL differed between 
the youngest-old and oldest-old age groups. Firstly, it is evident across the overall sample that 
older adults on average hold positive attitudes to ageing and rate their QOL highly. This 
is in line with previous research (Bryant et al, 2012; Hickey et al, 2010; Laidlaw et al, 2007; 
Power et al, 2005; Quinn et al, 2010) and refutes stereotypes of ageing. 
 
Attitudes to ageing and QOL ratings between the youngest-old and oldest-old were 
significantly different across all overall and domain scores, with the exception of the Social 
Relationships domain of the WHOQOL-BREF, which remained stable. Social Relationships 
domain focuses on satisfaction with personal relationships and support from friends. It is 
possible that when one reaches the age of 60 and older, a solid social network has been 
established from earlier adult years and is unlikely to change. Negative age stereotypes would 
consider social interactions to decline as one grows older, either due to physical health 
restrictions or limited availability of social activities, thus impacting negatively on social QOL. 
However, retirement opportunities may allow more time to focus on important social relations, 
such as family and friends.  Indeed socio-emotional selective theory states that as we grow 
older, we become increasingly selective in our choice of social partners, opting for emotional 
intimacy as opposed to seeking novel, interesting acquaintances; the preferred choice amongst 
younger adults (Carstensen, 1991). Further, Lang and Carstensen (1994) discovered that the 
size of social network in older adults over 85 years old is significantly smaller than those 70 to 
85 years old but the amount of close confidents remained the same; reductions in social 
interactions were among peripheral, less meaningful acquaintances (Lang & Carstensen, 1994). 
Thus, the size of our social circle may decrease in late life, but satisfaction with the existing 
relationships remains stable. Our findings are also in line with Brown and Roose (2011) who 
also discovered that age did not impact on social QOL.  
 
The oldest-old, on average, rated their QOL and attitudes to ageing more negatively across 
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each overall score and most domain scores; providing support for our third research hypothesis 
which stated that quality of life and attitudes to ageing will be more negatively rated in the 
oldest-old age group. This finding does not seem surprising given that the older we live the 
more likely we are to experience adverse life events such as co-morbid health problems, 
bereavement, poorer physical functioning etc., all potentially having a negative impact on 
attitudes to ageing and perceived QOL. This result also corroborates Farquhar’s (1995) findings 
which revealed that as one approaches the very late stages of life, QOL deteriorated. Only two 
domains, within the WHOQOL measures; Death and Dying and Environment, were rated more 
positively in the oldest-old. This may be understood in terms of an acknowledgement that as 
one grows older, reaching 80 years and onwards, dying is more foreseeable and therefore this 
concept is more accepted, or less feared. Similarly, in relation to Environment, at this age one 
may have settled into surroundings which are comfortable and suitable for them, or more 
likely to have lived in a particular environment for a long period of time. This finding is in 
line with Brown and Roose (2011) who found environmental QOL to increase with age, even 
in the presence of anxiety and depressive symptoms. They suggest with age comes an improved 
ability to select an environment that maximizes one’s quality of life or that there may be an 
inherent pride from years spent creating environmental satisfaction (Brown & Roose, 2011). 
 
The actual difference in mean scores between the youngest-old and oldest-old is relatively 
small and it is worth noting that, although the differences reach statistical significance, this 
does not necessarily reflect a clinically meaningful difference. The largest mean difference 
was 3.3 for the overall mean AAQ scores. When considering the possible range of scoring on 
the AAQ (24-120) a difference of 3.3 may not necessarily reflect an important difference in 
real life, despite achieving statistical significance. The large sample size used in this study is 
likely to explain why relatively small differences are reaching clinical significance. It is 
crucial to recognise that the oldest-old group, on average, still rate their attitudes to ageing 
and QOL positively, again contradicting typical ageing stereotypes. 
 
Our final aim was to explore the extent to which attitudes to ageing contributes to the variance 
in QOL across both the youngest-old and oldest-old samples. It was hypothesised that attitudes 
to ageing will be a significant predictor of QOL in both youngest-old and oldest-old age groups. 
The results confirmed this hypothesis. The findings across both age groups mirror that which 
was found in the overall sample and are therefore discussed earlier. These results corroborate the 
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strength of the relationship between attitudes to ageing and QOL, but also indicates that the 




The measures incorporated have good psychometric performance in this population group 
(with the exception of the Psychological Growth domain in the AAQ) which supports the 
reliability of the results. While the AAQ is a relatively new measure, it is being incorporated 
in a growing volume of research. Similarly the WHOQOL measures have world-wide 




It is acknowledged that the opportunistic sampling method used in this study may have 
limitations. This approach does not confirm generalisability to the general population of older 
adults, as there may be potential differences in the characteristics of respondents and non- 
respondents. Whilst a cross-sectional methodology allows for exploration of associations, it 
precludes conclusions being drawn about causality and therefore the direction of this 
relationship. Longitudinal studies would be beneficial to assess the temporal relationship 
between attitudes to ageing and QOL. Finally, the model of analysis in this present study only 
explained, at most, 66% of the variance in QOL. Other factors not considered in this study 
could account for the unexplained variance in QOL; for example, physical health status, 
emotional support, socio-economic status, cognitive or functional impairment etc. With the 
expanding age range of older adults and this age group therefore becoming more 
heterogeneous, QOL is likely to be explained by a vast range of factors (Hickey et al, 2010).  
 
Clinical and research implications 
 
These results highlight important research and clinical implications. It is worth recognising 
that in this study depression is the strongest predictor for both WHOQOL measures. 
Depression is negatively associated with all domains of QOL, in both the overall, oldest-old 
and youngest-old populations. These findings contribute to the existing evidence base which 
identifies depression as an influential predictor of QOL in older adults (Chachamovich et al, 
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2008; Chan et al, 2006; Martinez-Martin et al, 2012; Naumann & Byrne, 2004; Trentini et al, 
2011). However, this current research also reveals that older adults’ attitudes to ageing explain 
a significant amount of the variance in QOL, beyond that which depression explains. Given, 
the close relationship among depression, attitudes to ageing and QOL, it would be appropriate 
to explore the interplay between these three related yet distinct constructs; i.e. the extent to 
which depression mediates the relationship between attitudes to ageing and QOL. Longitudinal 
studies, as mentioned previously, would be beneficial to assess the temporal relationship and 
establish whether negative attitudes to ageing result as a consequence of poor QOL, or if 
indeed negative attitudes to ageing lead to poorer perceptions of QOL. 
 
In terms of future research, the exploration of cultural differences would be of interest. The 
unique cross-cultural development of the WHOQOL measures and the AAQ allows for cultural 
comparisons to be made (Power et al, 2005). Negative ageing stereotypes are considered a 
western phenomenon and with eastern cultures more heavily invested in themes such as filial 
piety (care for one’s parents) attitudes to ageing may differ globally (Laidlaw, Wang, Coelho 
& Power, 2010).  Cross-cultural differences in attitudes to ageing have been explored (Laidlaw 
et al, 2010; Yun & Lachman, 2006), however, cultural variations in the relationship between 
the two constructs have not yet been considered. Cross-cultural studies would also allow for 
continued investigation into the psychometric properties of the AAQ across difference 
population groups. This international dataset would certainly allow for further comparative 
studies.  
 
Previous research highlighted the need for geriatric health care professionals to assess and 
target attitudes to ageing within a psychological framework in order to improve mental health 
status and promote successful ageing (Bryant et al, 2012; Hickey et al, 2010; Laidlaw & 
Pachana, 2009). These current findings further accentuate the importance of better recognising 
negative attitudes to ageing within the older adult population. Appropriate psychological 
interventions could be provided to challenge maladaptive attitudes and promote attitude 
change in an attempt to improve older adults QOL. Laidlaw et al (2007) proposes that the 
WHOQOL-Old and AAQ could be used in conjunction to assess psychological functioning 
and subsequent interventions. The current findings would certainly support this suggestion, and 
encourage the use of these measures in clinical practice, research and service evaluation. 
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Promotion of attitude change should not only occur at an individual level in older adults, but at 
a societal level (Hickey et al, 2010), and more importantly involve professional and non-
professional healthcare staff working directly with older adults. Attitudes from health care 
workers will impact on how older people view themselves but will also affect the treatment and 
quality of service offered to older adults (Gething et al, 2002). Research has revealed that older 
adults are less likely to be offered the appropriate health services due to under recognition and 
the belief from health professionals that mental and physical health difficulties are just part of 
growing old (Gething et al, 2002; Law et al, 2010). The misconception that mental health 
problems in older adults is almost inevitable must be addressed. Further, influencing ageing 
attitudes of younger people could prevent negative attitudes becoming self-fulfilling in old age 
and impacting negatively on well-being and quality of life.  
 
Changing negative ageing attitudes, and correcting misconceptions about growing old is crucial 
and could be attempted through the media, government policies in old age, or via educational 
and training packages with healthcare staff. These strategies to promote positive perceptions of 
ageing and educate society on the positive experiences and views of older adults, will aid in 
the removal of negative attitudes to ageing. This will allow for a more flexible and richer 
understanding of the ageing process, promoting successful ageing and improving the health 





















Attitudes to ageing and QOL are important, distinct constructs in geriatric mental and physical 
health, and this study reveals the significant interaction between the two concepts. Negative 
ageing stereotypes would attribute poor QOL in older adults as merely a consequence of 
growing older. However, the results from this study contest against existing ageist beliefs, 
revealing that older adults generally rate their QOL highly and hold positive attitudes to ageing. 
The significant impact of attitudes to ageing on QOL suggests the need for better recognition 
of negative attitudes to ageing in older adults and the subsequent promotion of attitude 
change. This could be implemented through appropriate psychological interventions 
challenging maladaptive attitudes in an attempt to improve QOL in older adults. Attitudes to 
ageing among the wider society should also be targeted, and promotion of the positive 
experiences of ageing in order to encourage more successful ageing. The overall results 
encourage the combined use of AAQ and WHOQOL measures in clinical practice and 
gerontological research. These measures can be incorporated as assessment tools and for 
monitoring the effectiveness of a particular intervention or service, in order to contribute to 
the continued development and improvement of health care provision in older adults.
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Appendix B. Quality criteria checklist 
 
Criteria were developed by the author and are based on the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines 
Network methodology checklist (SIGN 50, Annex C, 2011) and largely informed by 
STROBE guidelines for reporting observational epidemiological studies (www.strobe-
statement.org). 
 
Well covered/addressed = 2   
Adequately covered/addressed = 1  
Poorly addressed, not addressed, not reported = 0  
Not Applicable = N/A. 
 
Research question 
1. The study addresses an appropriate and clearly focused research question. 
The research question and any secondary research questions are clearly defined (2). 
The research question and any secondary research questions are adequately defined (1).    
The research question and any secondary research questions are poorly defined (0).  
 
Study design 
2. The setting/location and relevant dates, including periods of recruitment and follow-
up were specified.  
The setting/location and dates are clearly described (2) 
The setting/location and dates are adequately described (1)  
The setting/location and dates are not specified or are not clear (0). 
 
3. The inclusion and exclusion criterion for sampling and the sources and methods of 
selection of participants was clearly outlined. 
Inclusion/exclusion criteria and sources and methods of selection are well defined (2). 
Inclusion/exclusion criteria and sources and methods of selection are adequately defined (1).  
Inclusion/exclusion criterion is not specified and it is unclear what criteria researchers used to 
obtain participants (0). 
 
Measurement issues 




Attitudes to ageing or age stereotype measures demonstrate high reliability and validity (2). 
Attitudes to ageing or age stereotype measures demonstrate adequate reliability and validity 
(1). 
Attitudes to ageing or age stereotypes measures demonstrate low reliability and validity OR 
non-standardised measures with no established psychometric properties are used (0). 
 
5. The measures used for depression and/or anxiety were reliable, valid and 
standardised.  
Depression and/or anxiety measures were reliable, valid and standardised (2).  
Depression and/or anxiety measures demonstrate adequate reliability and validity (1). 
Depression and/or anxiety measures demonstrate low reliability and validity OR non-
standardised measures with no established psychometric properties are used (0). 
 
Data and statistical analysis 
6. The numbers of individuals at each stage of the study is reported (e.g. numbers 
potentially eligible, examined for eligibility, included in the study, completing follow-up 
and analysed). 
The number of individuals at each stage is clearly reported (2).  
The number of individuals at each stage is adequately described (1). 
The number of individuals at each stage is not reported (0). 
 
7. Characteristics of study participants e.g. demographics, health, social and other 
relevant characteristics is provided. 
Characteristics (e.g. demographics, health, social etc.) of study participants are clearly 
reported (2).  
Characteristics (e.g. demographics, health, social etc.) of study participants are adequately 
reported (1).   
No detailed description of data was provided in the form of tables or summary statistics (0). 
 
8. The study reports any missing data for each variable of interest and how this was 
addressed. 
Missing data is clearly reported and well addressed (2). 
Missing data is adequately reported and addressed (1). 




9. Statistical methods to control for potential confounding factors are reported.  
Statistical methods controlling for potential confounding factors are clearly reported (2) 
Statistical methods controlling for potential confounding factors are adequately reported (1). 
There is no evidence of controlling for potential confounding factors (0). 
 
10. All statistical analyses are appropriate for the study design and results clearly 
reported (correlation co-efficient, R2, β and p-values reported where appropriate). 
The statistical analyses are appropriate for the study design and the results are clearly reported 
(2). 
The statistical analyses are appropriate and the results are adequately reported (1). 




11. The results can be generalised beyond the study to other populations, places and 
time periods. 
Generalizability is robust and clearly reported (2). 
Generalizability is adequate and discussed (1). 
Generalizability is limited or not discussed (0). 
 
12. There is recognition of biases or limitations in the study and these are discussed. 
Biases or study limitations are well addressed and discussed (2). 
Biases or study limitations are adequately addressed and discussed (1). 















Appendix C. STROBE guidelines 
 
STROBE Statement—Checklist of items that should be included in reports of cross-sectional studies 
 
 






(a) Indicate the study’s design with a commonly used term in the title or the abstract 
(b) Provide in the abstract an informative and balanced summary of what was done 
and what was found 
Background/rationale 2 Explain the scientific background and rationale for the investigation being reported 
Objectives 3 State specific objectives, including any prespecified hypotheses 
 
Methods 
Study design 4 Present key elements of study design early in the paper 
Setting 5 Describe the setting, locations, and relevant dates, including periods of recruitment, 
exposure, follow-up, and data collection 
Participants 6 (a) Give the eligibility criteria, and the sources and methods of selection of 
participants 
Variables 7 Clearly define all outcomes, exposures, predictors, potential confounders, and effect 
  modifiers. Give diagnostic criteria, if applicable   
Data sources/ 
measurement 
8*  For each variable of interest, give sources of data and details of methods of 
assessment (measurement). Describe comparability of assessment methods if there is 
more than one group 
Bias 9 Describe any efforts to address potential sources of bias 
Study size 10 Explain how the study size was arrived at 
Quantitative variables 11 Explain how quantitative variables were handled in the analyses. If applicable, 
describe which groupings were chosen and why 
















Descriptive data 14* 
(a) Describe all statistical methods, including those used to control for confounding 
(b) Describe any methods used to examine subgroups and interactions 
(c) Explain how missing data were addressed 
(d) If applicable, describe analytical methods taking account of sampling strategy 
(e) Describe any sensitivity analyses 
 
 
(a) Report numbers of individuals at each stage of study—eg numbers potentially 
eligible, examined for eligibility, confirmed eligible, included in the study, 
completing follow-up, and analysed 
(b) Give reasons for non-participation at each stage 
(c) Consider use of a flow diagram 
(a) Give characteristics of study participants (eg demographic, clinical, social) and 
information on exposures and potential confounders 





Outcome data 15* Report numbers of outcome events or summary measures 
Main results 16 (a) Give unadjusted estimates and, if applicable, confounder-adjusted estimates and 
their precision (eg, 95% confidence interval). Make clear which confounders were 
adjusted for and why they were included 
(b) Report category boundaries when continuous variables were categorized 
(c) If relevant, consider translating estimates of relative risk into absolute risk for a 
meaningful time period. 
Other analyses 17 Report other analyses done—eg analyses of subgroups and interactions, and 




Key results 18 Summarise key results with reference to study objectives 
Limitations 19 Discuss limitations of the study, taking into account sources of potential bias or 
imprecision. Discuss both direction and magnitude of any potential bias 
Interpretation 20 Give a cautious overall interpretation of results considering objectives, limitations, 
multiplicity of analyses, results from similar studies, and other relevant evidence 




Funding 22 Give the source of funding and the role of the funders for the present study and, if 
applicable, for the original study on which the present article is based 
 
 
*Give information separately for exposed and unexposed groups. 
 
 
Note: An Explanation and Elaboration article discusses each checklist item and gives methodological background and 
published examples of transparent reporting. The STROBE checklist is best used in conjunction with this article (freely 
available on the Web sites of PLoS Medicine at http://www.plosmedicine.org/, Annals of Internal Medicine at 








Appendix D. Pearson’s correlation co-efficient matrix for the youngest-old sample. 
1=Age, 2=Gender, 3=Education level, 4=Martial status, 5=Depression, 6=Psychosocial loss, 7=Psychological growth, 8=Physical change, 9=Sensory abilities, 10=Autonomy, 
11=Past, present & future activities, 12=Social participation, 13=Death and dying, 14=Intimacy, 15=WHOQOL-Old overall, 16=Physical health, 17=Psychological, 
18=Social relationships, 19=Environment, 20=WHOQOL-BREF overall. *denotes significance at p<.01. 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 1                    
2 -.028 1                   
3 -.110* -.062 1                  
4 .171* .243* -.055* 1                 
5 .081* .058* -.063* .157* 1                
6 -.162* -.010 .104* -.165* -.584* 1               
7  -.019 .017 -.047* -.035 -.276* .210* 1              
8  -.083* .009 .035 -.118* -.461* .372* .470* 1             
9  -.157* -.051* .072* -.119* -.405* .444* .140* .338* 1            
10 -.057* .008 .099* -.033 -.466* .437* .272* .429* .360* 1           
11 -.017 -.024 .059* -.099* -.560* .495* .384* .458* .351* .638 1          
12 -.068* .030 .066* -.088* -.535* .486* .330* .514* .378* .541 .660* 1         
13 .019 -.114* .014 -.055* -.264* .327* .147* .190* .239* .153 .204* .213* 1        
14 -.074* -.106* .049* -.302 -.391* .337* .283* .294* .192* .370 .494* .395* .061* 1       
15 -.087* -.050* .086* -.185* -.640* .618* .378* .534* .621* .724 .799* .760* .506* .640* 1      
16 -.153* -.039* .104* -.148* -.578* .511* .242* .603* .493* .504 .500* .581* .250* .305* .638* 1     
17 -.068* -.071* .058* -.150* -.651* .568* .404* .531* .425* .578 .676* .610* .271* .483* .741* .649* 1    
18 .051* .032* .017* -.155* -.459* .430* .310* .382* .319* .423 .536* .507* .201* .531* .620* .459* .582* 1   
19 .003 -062* .066* -.132* -.556* .476* .251* .462* .402* .586 .623* .532* .227* .397* .669* .588* .653* .518* 1  







Appendix E. Pearson’s correlation co-efficient matrix for the oldest-old sample. 
1=Age, 2=Gender, 3=Education level, 4=Martial status, 5=Depression, 6=Psychosocial loss, 7=Psychological growth, 8=Physical change, 9=Sensory abilities, 10=Autonomy, 
11=Past, present & future activities, 12=Social participation, 13=Death and dying, 14=Intimacy, 15=WHOQOL-Old overall, 16=Physical health, 17=Psychological, 
18=Social relationships, 19=Environment, 20=WHOQOL-BREF overall. *denotes significance at p<.01.
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 1                    
2 .073 1                   
3 -.029   -.164* 1                  
4 .150* -.375*   -.065 1                 
5 .055     .055   -.059 .094* 1                
6 -.104* -.063   .017 -.111* -.547* 1               
7  -.041      -.026 .019 -.016 -.306* .220* 1              
8  -.091* -.060   .048 -.059 -.500* .323* .504* 1             
9  -.149* .032   -.037 -.055 -.401* .401* .142* .329* 1            
10 -.096* -.021 .149* .048 -.469* .411* .282* .442* .294* 1           
11 -.053    -.045   .095* -.039 -.546* .458* .446* .497* .305* .572* 1          
12 -.124     -.030 .034 -.024 -.574* .487* .377* .558* .375* .543* .667* 1         
13 .044    -.083* -.070 -.010 -.273* .316* .073 .119* .205* .116* .186* .196* 1        
14 -.067 -.147* .111* .252* -.305* .225* .316* .298* .135* .302* .472* .336* -.014 1       
15 -.113* -.082* .064 -.098* -.649* .584* .405* .558* .611* .687* .789* .776* .466* .586* 1      
16 -.126* -.122* .079* -.084* -.590* .516* .268* .636* .470* .520* .543* .637* .238* .231* .661* 1     
17 -.042   -.091* .099* -.051 -.654* .549* .432* .573* .406* .556* .660* .631* .247* .381* .722* .644* 1    
18 -.019   .046 .002 -.047 -.425* .386* .296* .360* .261* .358* .488* .436* .168* .404* .536* .417* .540* 1   
19 .017 -.102* .123* -.045 -.532* .443* .279* .480* .348* .559* .575* .559* .236* .351* .659* .602* .654* .487* 1  
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Clinical Psychology Review publishes substantive reviews of topics germane to clinical psychology. 
Papers cover diverse issues including: psychopathology, psychotherapy, behavior therapy, cognition 
and cognitive therapies, behavioral medicine, community mental health, assessment, and child 
development. Papers should be cutting edge and advance the science and/or practice of clinical 
psychology. 
 
Reviews on other topics, such as psychophysiology, learning therapy, experimental psychopathology, 
and social psychology often appear if they have a clear relationship to research or practice in clinical 
psychology. Integrative literature reviews and summary reports of innovative ongoing clinical 
research programs are also sometimes published. Reports on individual research studies and 
theoretical treatises or clinical guides without an empirical base are not appropriate. 
 
Benefits to authors 
We also provide many author benefits, such as free PDFs, a liberal copyright policy, special discounts 
on Elsevier publications and much more. Please click here for more information on our author services. 
 
Please see our Guide for Authors for information on article submission. If you require any further 
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Ethics in publishing 
For information on Ethics in publishing and Ethical guidelines for journal publication see 
http://www.elsevier.com/publishingethics and http://www.elsevier.com/ethicalguidelines. 
Conflict of interest 
All authors are requested to disclose any actual or potential conflict of interest including any financial, 
personal or other relationships with other people or organizations within three years of beginning the 
submitted work that could inappropriately influence, or be perceived to influence, their work. See 
also http://www.elsevier.com/conflictsofinterest. Further information and an example of a Conflict of 
Interest form can be found at: http://elsevier6.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/286/p/7923/. 
 
Submission declaration 
Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously (except 
in the form of an abstract or as part of a published lecture or academic thesis or as an electronic 
preprint, see http://www.elsevier.com/postingpolicy), that it is not under consideration for publication 
elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all authors and tacitly or explicitly by the responsible 





including electronically in the same form, in English or in any other language, without the written 
consent of the copyright-holder. 
 
Changes to authorship 
This policy concerns the addition, deletion, or rearrangement of author names in the authorship of 
accepted manuscripts: 
Before the accepted manuscript is published in an online issue: Requests to add or remove an author, 
or to rearrange the author names, must be sent to the Journal Manager from the corresponding author 
of the accepted manuscript and must include: (a) the reason the name should be added or removed, 
or the author names rearranged and (b) written confirmation (e-mail, fax, letter) from all authors that 
they agree with the addition, removal or rearrangement. In the case of addition or removal of authors, 
this includes confirmation from the author being added or removed. Requests that are not sent by 
the corresponding author will be forwarded by the Journal Manager to the corresponding author, who 
must follow the procedure as described above. Note that: (1) Journal Managers will inform the Journal 
Editors of any such requests and (2) publication of the accepted manuscript in an online issue is 
suspended until authorship has been agreed. 
After the accepted manuscript is published in an online issue: Any requests to add, delete, or rearrange 
author names in an article published in an online issue will follow the same policies as noted above 
and result in a corrigendum. 
 
Copyright 
This journal offers authors a choice in publishing their research: Open Access and Subscription. 
For Subscription articles 
Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' (for 
more information on this and copyright, see http://www.elsevier.com/copyright). An e-mail will be 
sent to the corresponding author confirming receipt of the manuscript together with a 'Journal 
Publishing Agreement' form or a link to the online version of this agreement. 
Subscribers may reproduce tables of contents or prepare lists of articles including abstracts for internal 
circulation within their institutions. Permission of the Publisher is required for resale or distribution 
outside the institution and for all other derivative works, including compilations and translations 
(please consult http://www.elsevier.com/permissions). If excerpts from other copyrighted works are 
included, the author(s) must obtain written permission from the copyright owners and credit the 
source(s) in the article. Elsevier has preprinted forms for use by authors in these cases: please consult 
http://www.elsevier.com/permissions. 
 
For Open Access articles 
Upon  acceptance  of  an  article,  authors  will  be  asked  to  complete  an  'Exclusive  License 
Agreement' (for more information see  http://www.elsevier.com/OAauthoragreement). Permitted 
reuse of open access articles is determined by the author's choice of user license (see 
http://www.elsevier.com/openaccesslicenses). 
 
Retained author rights 
 
As an author you (or your employer or institution) retain certain rights. For more information on 
author rights for: 
Subscription articles please see http://www.elsevier.com/authorsrights. 
Open access articles please see http://www.elsevier.com/OAauthoragreement. 
 
Role of the funding source 
You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or 
preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; in 
the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to 
submit the article for publication. If the funding source(s) had no such involvement then this should 
be stated. Please see http://www.elsevier.com/funding. 
 
Funding body agreements and policies 
Elsevier has established agreements and developed policies to allow authors whose articles appear in 
journals published by Elsevier, to comply with potential manuscript archiving requirements as specified 








This journal offers authors a choice in publishing their research: 
 
Open Access 
• Articles are freely available to both subscribers and the wider public with permitted reuse 
• An Open Access publication fee is payable by authors or their research funder 
Subscription 
• Articles are made available to subscribers as well as developing countries and patient groups through 
our access programs (http://www.elsevier.com/access) 
• No Open Access publication fee 
 
All articles published Open Access will be immediately and permanently free for everyone to read 
and download. Permitted reuse is defined by your choice of one of the following Creative Commons 
user licenses: 
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY): lets others distribute and copy the article, to create 
extracts, abstracts, and other revised versions, adaptations or derivative works of or from an article 
(such as a translation), to include in a collective work (such as an anthology), to text or data mine 
the article, even for commercial purposes, as long as they credit the author(s), do not represent the 
author as endorsing their adaptation of the article, and do not modify the article in such a way as 
to damage the author's honor or reputation. 
Creative  Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike  (CC BY-NC-SA): for non- 
commercial purposes, lets others distribute and copy the article, to create extracts, abstracts and 
other revised versions, adaptations or derivative works of or from an article (such as a translation), 
to include in a collective work (such as an anthology), to text and data mine the article, as long as 
they credit the author(s), do not represent the author as endorsing their adaptation of the article, do 
not modify the article in such a way as to damage the author's honor or reputation, and license their 
new adaptations or creations under identical terms (CC BY-NC-SA). 
Creative   Commons   Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs  (CC   BY-NC-ND):   for   non- 
commercial purposes, lets others distribute and copy the article, and to include in a collective work 
(such as an anthology), as long as they credit the author(s) and provided they do not alter or modify 
the article.  
 
To provide Open Access, this journal has a publication fee which needs to be met by the authors or 
their research funders for each article published Open Access. 
Your publication choice will have no effect on the peer review process or acceptance of submitted 
articles. 
 
The publication fee for this journal is $1800, excluding taxes. Learn more about Elsevier's pricing 
policy: http://www.elsevier.com/openaccesspricing. 
 
Language (usage and editing services) 
Please  write  your  text  in  good  English  (American  or  British  usage  is  accepted,  but  not 
a  mixture  of  these).  Authors  who  feel  their  English  language  manuscript  may  require 
editing  to  eliminate  possible  grammatical  or  spelling  errors  and  to  conform  to  correct 
scientific  English  may  wish  to  use  the  English  Language  Editing  service  available  from 
Elsevier's WebShop http://webshop.elsevier.com/languageediting/ or visit our customer support site 
http://support.elsevier.com for more information. 
 
Submission 
Submission to this journal proceeds totally online and you will be guided stepwise through the creation 
and uploading of your files. The system automatically converts source files to a single PDF file of the 
article, which is used in the peer-review process. Please note that even though manuscript source 
files are converted to PDF files at submission for the review process, these source files are needed for 
further processing after acceptance. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision 







Use of wordprocessing software 
It is important that the file be saved in the native format of the wordprocessor used. The text should 
be in single-column format. Keep the layout of the text as simple as possible. Most formatting codes 
will be removed and replaced on processing the article. In particular, do not use the wordprocessor's 
options to justify text or to hyphenate words. However, do use bold face, italics, subscripts, 
superscripts etc. When preparing tables, if you are using a table grid, use only one grid for each 
individual table and not a grid for each row. If no grid is used, use tabs, not spaces, to align columns. 
The electronic text should be prepared in a way very similar to that of conventional manuscripts 
(see also the Guide to Publishing with Elsevier: http://www.elsevier.com/guidepublication). Note that 
source files of figures, tables and text graphics will be required whether or not you embed your figures 
in the text. See also the section on Electronic artwork. 
To avoid unnecessary errors you are strongly advised to use the 'spell-check' and 'grammar-check' 




Manuscripts should be prepared according to the guidelines set forth in the Publication Manual of 
the American Psychological Association (6th ed., 2009). Of note, section headings should not be 
numbered. 
Manuscripts should ordinarily not exceed 50 pages, including references and tabular material. 
Exceptions may be made with prior approval of the Editor in Chief. Manuscript length can often be 
managed through the judicious use of appendices. In general the References section should be limited 
to citations actually discussed in the text. References to articles solely included in meta-analyses 
should be included in an appendix, which will appear in the on line version of the paper but not in the 
print copy. Similarly, extensive Tables describing study characteristics, containing material published 
elsewhere, or presenting formulas and other technical material should also be included in an appendix. 
Authors can direct readers to the appendices in appropriate places in the text. 
It is authors' responsibility to ensure their reviews are comprehensive and as up to date as possible 
(at least through the prior calendar year) so the data are still current at the time of publication. 
Authors are referred to the PRISMA Guidelines (http://www.prisma-statement.org/statement.htm) 
for guidance in conducting reviews and preparing manuscripts. Adherence to the Guidelines is not 




If there is more than one appendix, they should be identified as A, B, etc. Formulae and equations in 
appendices should be given separate numbering: Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2), etc.; in a subsequent appendix, 
Eq. (B.1) and so on. Similarly for tables and figures: Table A.1; Fig. A.1, etc. 
 
 
Essential title page information 
Title. Concise and informative. Titles are often used in information-retrieval systems. Avoid 
abbreviations and formulae where possible. Note: The title page should be the first page of the 
manuscript document indicating the author's names and affiliations and the corresponding 
author's complete contact information. 
 
Author names and affiliations. Where the family name may be ambiguous (e.g., a double name), 
please indicate this clearly. Present the authors' affiliation addresses (where the actual work was 
done) below the names. Indicate all affiliations with a lower-case superscript letter immediately after 
the author's name and in front of the appropriate address. Provide the full postal address of each 
affiliation, including the country name, and, if available, the e-mail address of each author within 
the cover letter. 
 
Corresponding author. Clearly indicate who is willing to handle correspondence at all stages of 
refereeing and publication, also post-publication. Ensure that telephone and fax numbers (with 






Present/permanent address. If an author has moved since the work described in the article was 
done, or was visiting at the time, a "Present address"' (or "Permanent address") may be indicated 
as a footnote to that author's name. The address at which the author actually did the work must be 
retained as the main, affiliation address. Superscript Arabic numerals are used for such footnotes. 
 
Abstract 
A concise and factual abstract is required (not exceeding 200 words). This should be typed on a 
separate page following the title page. The abstract should state briefly the purpose of the research, 
the principal results and major conclusions. An abstract is often presented separate from the article, 
so it must be able to stand alone. References should therefore be avoided, but if essential, they must 
be cited in full, without reference to the reference list. 
Graphical abstract 
A Graphical abstract is optional and should summarize the contents of the article in a concise, pictorial 
form designed to capture the attention of a wide readership online. Authors must provide images 
that clearly represent the work described in the article. Graphical abstracts should be submitted as a 
separate file in the online submission system. Image size: Please provide an image with a minimum 
of 531 × 1328 pixels (h × w) or proportionally more. The image should be readable at a size of 5 × 
13 cm using a regular screen resolution of 96 dpi. Preferred file types: TIFF, EPS, PDF or MS Office 
files. See http://www.elsevier.com/graphicalabstracts for examples. 
Authors can make use of Elsevier's Illustration and Enhancement service to ensure the best 
presentation of their images also in accordance with all technical requirements: Illustration Service. 
Highlights 
Highlights are mandatory for this journal. They consist of a short collection of bullet points that convey 
the core findings of the article and should be submitted in a separate file in the online submission 
system. Please use 'Highlights' in the file name and include 3 to 5 bullet points (maximum 85 
characters, including spaces, per bullet point). See http://www.elsevier.com/highlights for examples. 
Keywords 
Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling and 
avoiding general and plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, 'and', 'of'). Be sparing 
with abbreviations: only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be eligible. These keywords 
will be used for indexing purposes. 
Abbreviations 
Define abbreviations that are not standard in this field in a footnote to be placed on the first page 
of the article. Such abbreviations that are unavoidable in the abstract must be defined at their first 
mention there, as well as in the footnote. Ensure consistency of abbreviations throughout the article. 
Acknowledgements 
Collate acknowledgements in a separate section at the end of the article before the references and do 
not, therefore, include them on the title page, as a footnote to the title or otherwise. List here those 
individuals who provided help during the research (e.g., providing language help, writing assistance 
or proof reading the article, etc.). 
 
Footnotes 
Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number them consecutively throughout the article, using 
superscript Arabic numbers. Many wordprocessors build footnotes into the text, and this feature may 
be used. Should this not be the case, indicate the position of footnotes in the text and present the 
footnotes themselves separately at the end of the article. Do not include footnotes in the Reference 
list. 
Table footnotes 




• Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork. 
• Embed the used fonts if the application provides that option. 
• Aim to use the following fonts in your illustrations: Arial, Courier, Times New Roman, Symbol, or 
use fonts that look similar. 
• Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text. 
• Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files. 





• Size the illustrations close to the desired dimensions of the printed version. 
• Submit each illustration as a separate file. 
A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available on our website: 
http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions 
 
You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here. 
Formats 
If your electronic artwork is created in a Microsoft Office application (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) then 
please supply 'as is' in the native document format. 
Regardless of the application used other than Microsoft Office, when your electronic artwork is 
finalized, please 'Save as' or convert the images to one of the following formats (note the resolution 
requirements for line drawings, halftones, and line/halftone combinations given below): 
EPS (or PDF): Vector drawings, embed all used fonts. 
TIFF (or JPEG): Color or grayscale photographs (halftones), keep to a minimum of 300 dpi. 
TIFF (or JPEG): Bitmapped (pure black & white pixels) line drawings, keep to a minimum of 1000 dpi. 
TIFF (or JPEG): Combinations bitmapped line/half-tone (color or grayscale), keep to a minimum of 
500 dpi. 
Please do not: 
• Supply files that are optimized for screen use (e.g., GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); these typically have a 
low number of pixels and limited set of colors; 
• Supply files that are too low in resolution; 
• Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content. 
 
Color artwork 
Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS (or PDF), or 
MS Office files) and with the correct resolution. If, together with your accepted article, you submit 
usable color figures then Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge, that these figures will appear in 
color on the Web (e.g., ScienceDirect and other sites) regardless of whether or not these illustrations 
are reproduced in color in the printed version. For color reproduction in print, you will receive 
information regarding the costs from Elsevier after receipt of your accepted article. Please 
indicate your preference for color: in print or on the Web only. For further information on the 
preparation of electronic artwork, please see http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. 
Please note: Because of technical complications which can arise by converting color figures to 'gray 
scale' (for the printed version should you not opt for color in print) please submit in addition usable 
black and white versions of all the color illustrations. 
Figure captions 
Ensure that each illustration has a caption. Supply captions separately, not attached to the figure. A 
caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a description of the illustration. Keep 
text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations used. 
Tables 
Number tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text. Place footnotes to tables 
below the table body and indicate them with superscript lowercase letters. Avoid vertical rules. Be 
sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in tables do not duplicate results 
described elsewhere in the article. 
References 
Citations in the text should follow the referencing style used by the American Psychological 
Association. You are referred to the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 
Sixth Edition, ISBN 1-4338-0559-6, copies of which may be ordered from http://books.apa.org/ 
books.cfm?id=4200067 or APA Order Dept., P.O.B. 2710, Hyattsville, MD 20784, USA or APA, 3 
Henrietta Street, London, WC3E 8LU, UK. Details concerning this referencing style can also be found 
at http://humanities.byu.edu/linguistics/Henrichsen/APA/APA01.html 
 
Citation in text 
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice 
versa). Any references cited in the abstract must be given in full. Unpublished results and personal 
communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may be mentioned in the text. If these 
references are included in the reference list they should follow the standard reference style of the 









As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was last accessed. Any 
further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source publication, etc.),  
 
should also be given. Web references can be listed separately (e.g., after the reference list) under a 
different heading if desired, or can be included in the reference list. 
 
References in a special issue 
Please ensure that the words 'this issue' are added to any references in the list (and any citations in 
the text) to other articles in the same Special Issue. 
 
Reference management software 
This    journal    has    standard    templates    available    in    key    reference    management 
packages  EndNote   (http://www.endnote.com/support/enstyles.asp)  and   Reference   Manager 
(http://refman.com/support/rmstyles.asp). Using plug-ins to wordprocessing packages, authors only 
need to select the appropriate journal template when preparing their article and the list of references 
and citations to these will be formatted according to the journal style which is described below. 
Reference style 
References should be arranged first alphabetically and then further sorted chronologically if necessary. 
More than one reference from the same author(s) in the same year must be identified by the letters  
"a", "b", "c", etc., placed after the year of publication. References should be formatted with a 
hanging indent (i.e., the first line of each reference is flush left while the subsequent lines 
are indented). 
 
Examples: Reference to a journal publication: Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J. A. J., & Lupton R. A. 
(2000). The art of writing a scientific article. Journal of Scientific Communications, 163, 51-59. 
 
Reference to a book: Strunk, W., Jr., &White, E. B. (1979). The elements of style. (3rd ed.). New 
York: Macmillan, (Chapter 4). 
 
Reference to a chapter in an edited book: Mettam, G. R., & Adams, L. B. (1994). How to prepare an 
electronic version of your article. In B.S. Jones, & R. Z. Smith (Eds.), Introduction to the electronic 
age (pp. 281-304). New York: E-Publishing Inc. 
 
Video data 
Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance your scientific 
research. Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to submit with their article are 
strongly encouraged to include links to these within the body of the article. This can be done in the 
same way as a figure or table by referring to the video or animation content and noting in the body 
text where it should be placed. All submitted files should be properly labeled so that they directly 
relate to the video file's content. In order to ensure that your video or animation material is directly 
usable, please provide the files in one of our recommended file formats with a preferred maximum 
size of 50 MB. Video and animation files supplied will be published online in the electronic version 
of your article in Elsevier Web products, including ScienceDirect: http://www.sciencedirect.com. 
Please supply 'stills' with your files: you can choose any frame from the video or animation or 
make a separate image. These will be used instead of standard icons and will personalize the 
link to your video data. For more detailed instructions please visit our video instruction pages at 
http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. Note: since video and animation cannot be embedded 
in the print version of the journal, please provide text for both the electronic and the print version 
for the portions of the article that refer to this content. 
 
Supplementary data 
Elsevier accepts electronic supplementary material to support and enhance your scientific research. 
Supplementary files offer the author additional possibilities to publish supporting applications, high- 





published online alongside the electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products, including 
ScienceDirect: http://www.sciencedirect.com. In order to ensure that your submitted material is 
directly usable, please provide the data in one of our recommended file formats. Authors should 
submit the material in electronic format together with the article and supply a concise and descriptive 





The following list will be useful during the final checking of an article prior to sending it to the journal 
for review. Please consult this Guide for Authors for further details of any item. 
Ensure that the following items are present: 
One author has been designated as the corresponding author with contact details: 
• E-mail address 
• Full postal address 
• Phone numbers 
All necessary files have been uploaded, and contain: 
• Keywords 
• All figure captions 
• All tables (including title, description, footnotes) 
Further considerations 
• Manuscript has been 'spell-checked' and 'grammar-checked' 
• References are in the correct format for this journal 
• All references mentioned in the Reference list are cited in the text, and vice versa  
• Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources (including the Web) 
• Color figures are clearly marked as being intended for color reproduction on the Web (free of charge) 
and in print, or to be reproduced in color on the Web (free of charge) and in black-and-white in print 
• If only color on the Web is required, black-and-white versions of the figures are also supplied for 
printing purposes 
For any further information please visit our customer support site at http://support.elsevier.com. 
 
AFTER ACCEPTANCE 
Use of the Digital Object Identifier 
The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) may be used to cite and link to electronic documents. The DOI 
consists of a unique alpha-numeric character string which is assigned to a document by the publisher 
upon the initial electronic publication. The assigned DOI never changes. Therefore, it is an ideal 
medium for citing a document, particularly 'Articles in press' because they have not yet received their 
full bibliographic information. Example of a correctly given DOI (in URL format; here an article in the 
journal Physics Letters B): 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2010.09.059 
 
When you use a DOI to create links to documents on the web, the DOIs are guaranteed never to 
change. 
Proofs 
One set of page proofs (as PDF files) will be sent by e-mail to the corresponding author (if we do 
not have an e-mail address then paper proofs will be sent by post) or, a link will be provided in 
the e-mail so that authors can download the files themselves. Elsevier now provides authors with 
PDF proofs which can be annotated; for this you will need to download Adobe Reader version 7 (or 
higher) available free from http://get.adobe.com/reader. Instructions on how to annotate PDF files 
will accompany the proofs (also given online). The exact system requirements are given at the Adobe 
site: http://www.adobe.com/products/reader/tech-specs.html. 
If you do not wish to use the PDF annotations function, you may list the corrections (including 
replies to the Query Form) and return them to Elsevier in an e-mail. Please list your corrections 
quoting line number. If, for any reason, this is not possible, then mark the corrections and any other 
comments (including replies to the Query Form) on a printout of your proof and return by fax, or scan 
the pages and e-mail, or by post. Please use this proof only for checking the typesetting, editing, 
completeness and correctness of the text, tables and figures. Significant changes to the article as 





do everything possible to get your article published quickly and accurately – please let us have all your 
corrections within 48 hours. It is important to ensure that all corrections are sent back to us in one 
communication: please check carefully before replying, as inclusion of any subsequent corrections 
cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your responsibility. Note that Elsevier may proceed with 
the publication of your article if no response is received. 
 
Offprints 
The corresponding author, at  no cost, will be provided with a PDF file of the article via e- 
mail (the PDF file is a watermarked version of the published article and includes a cover sheet 
with the journal cover image and a disclaimer outlining the terms and conditions of use). For 
an extra charge, paper offprints can be ordered via the offprint order form which is sent once 
the article is accepted for publication. Both corresponding and co-authors may order offprints 
at any time via Elsevier's WebShop (http://webshop.elsevier.com/myarticleservices/offprints). 
Authors   requiring   printed   copies   of   multiple   articles   may   use   Elsevier   WebShop's 




For inquiries relating to the submission of articles (including electronic submission) please visit 
this  journal's  homepage.  For  detailed  instructions  on  the  preparation  of  electronic  artwork, 
please visit http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. Contact details for questions arising after 
acceptance of an article, especially those relating to proofs, will be provided by the publisher. 
You  can  track  accepted  articles  at  http://www.elsevier.com/trackarticle. You  can  also  check 
our Author FAQs at http://www.elsevier.com/authorFAQ and/or contact Customer Support via 
http://support.elsevier.com. 




Appendix G. Health and Quality of Life Outcomes author guidelines 
 
Instructions for authors 
Research Articles 
Presubmission enquiries | Submission process | Preparing main manuscript text | Preparing illustrations 
and figures | Preparing tables | Preparing additional files | Style and language  
See 'About this journal' for descriptions of different article types and information about policies and the 
refereeing process. 
Presubmission enquiries 
If you wish to make a presubmission enquiry about the suitability of your manuscript, please email the 
editors who will respond to your enquiry as soon as possible. 
Submission process 
Manuscripts must be submitted by one of the authors of the manuscript, and should not be submitted by 
anyone on their behalf. The submitting author takes responsibility for the article during submission and 
peer review.  
Please note that Health and Quality of Life Outcomes levies an article-processing charge on all accepted 
Research Articles; if the submitting author's institution is a BioMed Central member the cost of the 
article-processing charge may be covered by the membership (see About page for detail). Please note 
that the membership is only automatically recognised on submission if the submitting author is based at 
the member institution. 
To facilitate rapid publication and to minimize administrative costs, Health and Quality of Life Outcomes 
prefers online submission.  
Files can be submitted as a batch, or one by one. The submission process can be interrupted at any 
time; when users return to the site, they can carry on where they left off. 
See below for examples of word processor and graphics file formats that can be accepted for the main 
manuscript document by the online submission system. Additional files of any type, such as movies, 
animations, or original data files, can also be submitted as part of the manuscript.  
During submission you will be asked to provide a cover letter. Use this to explain why your manuscript 
should be published in the journal, to elaborate on any issues relating to our editorial policies in the 
'About Health and Quality of Life Outcomes' page, and to declare any potential competing interests. You 
will be also asked to provide the contact details (including email addresses) of potential peer reviewers 
for your manuscript. These should be experts in their field, who will be able to provide an objective 
assessment of the manuscript. Any suggested peer reviewers should not have published with any of the 
authors of the manuscript within the past five years, should not be current collaborators, and should not 
be members of the same research institution. Suggested reviewers will be considered alongside potential 
reviewers recommended by Editorial Board members or other advisers.  
Assistance with the process of manuscript preparation and submission is available from BioMed Central 




We also provide a collection of links to useful tools and resources for scientific authors on our Useful 
Tools page. 
File formats 
The following word processor file formats are acceptable for the main manuscript document:  
 Microsoft word (DOC, DOCX) 
 Rich text format (RTF) 
 Portable document format (PDF) 
 TeX/LaTeX (use BioMed Central's TeX template) 
 DeVice Independent format (DVI) 
TeX/LaTeX users: Please use BioMed Central's TeX template and BibTeX stylefile if you use TeX format. 
During the TeX submission process, please submit your TeX file as the main manuscript file and your 
bib/bbl file as a dependent file. Please also convert your TeX file into a PDF and submit this PDF as an 
additional file with the name 'Reference PDF'. This PDF will be used by internal staff as a reference point 
to check the layout of the article as the author intended. Please also note that all figures must be coded 
at the end of the TeX file and not inline. 
If you have used another template for your manuscript, or if you do not wish to use BibTeX, then please 
submit your manuscript as a DVI file. We do not recommend converting to RTF. 
For all TeX submissions, all relevant editable source must be submitted during the submission process. 
Failing to submit these source files will cause unnecessary delays in the publication procedures. 
Preparing main manuscript text 
General guidelines of the journal's style and language are given below. 
Overview of manuscript sections for Research Articles 
Manuscripts for Research Articles submitted to Health and Quality of Life Outcomes should be divided 
into the following sections (in this order): 
 Title page 
 Abstract 
 Additional non-English language abstract 
 Keywords 
 Background  
 Methods  
 Results and discussion 
 Conclusions 
 List of abbreviations used (if any) 
 Competing interests 








 Illustrations and figures (if any) 
 Tables and captions 
 Preparing additional files 
The Accession Numbers of any nucleic acid sequences, protein sequences or atomic coordinates cited 
in the manuscript should be provided, in square brackets and include the corresponding database name; 
for example, [EMBL:AB026295, EMBL:AC137000, DDBJ:AE000812, GenBank:U49845, PDB:1BFM, Swiss-
Prot:Q96KQ7, PIR:S66116]. 
The databases for which we can provide direct links are: EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database (EMBL), 
DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), GenBank at the NCBI (GenBank), Protein Data Bank (PDB), Protein 
Information Resource (PIR) and the Swiss-Prot Protein Database (Swiss-Prot). 
You can download a template (Mac and Windows compatible; Microsoft Word 98/2000) for your article. 
For reporting standards please see the information in the About section.  
Title page 
The title page should: 
 provide the title of the article 
 list the full names, institutional addresses and email addresses for all authors 
 indicate the corresponding author 
Please note: 
 the title should include the study design, for example "A versus B in the treatment of C: a 
randomized controlled trial X is a risk factor for Y: a case control study" 
 abbreviations within the title should be avoided 
Abstract 
The Abstract of the manuscript should not exceed 350 words and must be structured into separate 
sections: Background, the context and purpose of the study; Methods, how the study was performed 
and statistical tests used; Results, the main findings; Conclusions, brief summary and potential 
implications. Please minimize the use of abbreviations and do not cite references in the abstract. Trial 
registration, if your research reports the results of a controlled health care intervention, please list your 
trial registry, along with the unique identifying number (e.g. Trial registration: Current Controlled 
Trials ISRCTN73824458). Please note that there should be no space between the letters and numbers of 
your trial registration number. We recommend manuscripts that report randomized controlled trials 
follow the CONSORT extension for abstracts. 




An additional non-English language abstract can be included within the article. The additional abstract 
should be placed after the official English language abstract in the submitted manuscript file and should 
not exceed 350 words. Please ensure you indicate the language of your abstract. In addition to English, 
we can support German, Spanish, French, Norwegian and Portuguese abstracts. 
Keywords 
Three to ten keywords representing the main content of the article. 
Background  
The Background section should be written in a way that is accessible to researchers without specialist 
knowledge in that area and must clearly state - and, if helpful, illustrate - the background to the 
research and its aims. Reports of clinical research should, where appropriate, include a summary of a 
search of the literature to indicate why this study was necessary and what it aimed to contribute to the 
field. The section should end with a brief statement of what is being reported in the article. 
Methods  
The methods section should include the design of the study, the setting, the type of participants or 
materials involved, a clear description of all interventions and comparisons, and the type of analysis 
used, including a power calculation if appropriate. Generic drug names should generally be used. When 
proprietary brands are used in research, include the brand names in parentheses in the Methods section. 
For studies involving human participants a statement detailing ethical approval and consent should be 
included in the methods section. For further details of the journal's editorial policies and ethical 
guidelines see 'About this journal'. 
For further details of the journal's data-release policy, see the policy section in 'About this journal'. 
Results and discussion 
The Results and discussion may be combined into a single section or presented separately. Results of 
statistical analysis should include, where appropriate, relative and absolute risks or risk reductions, and 
confidence intervals. The Results and discussion sections may also be broken into subsections with short, 
informative headings. 
Conclusions 
This should state clearly the main conclusions of the research and give a clear explanation of their 
importance and relevance. Summary illustrations may be included. 
List of abbreviations 
If abbreviations are used in the text they should be defined in the text at first use, and a list of 
abbreviations can be provided, which should precede the competing interests and authors' contributions. 
Competing interests 
A competing interest exists when your interpretation of data or presentation of information may be 




disclose any financial competing interests; they should also reveal any non-financial competing interests 
that may cause them embarrassment were they to become public after the publication of the 
manuscript. 
Authors are required to complete a declaration of competing interests. All competing interests that are 
declared will be listed at the end of published articles. Where an author gives no competing interests, 
the listing will read 'The author(s) declare that they have no competing interests'. 
When completing your declaration, please consider the following questions: 
Financial competing interests 
 In the past five years have you received reimbursements, fees, funding, or salary from an 
organization that may in any way gain or lose financially from the publication of this 
manuscript, either now or in the future? Is such an organization financing this manuscript 
(including the article-processing charge)? If so, please specify. 
 Do you hold any stocks or shares in an organization that may in any way gain or lose 
financially from the publication of this manuscript, either now or in the future? If so, please 
specify. 
 Do you hold or are you currently applying for any patents relating to the content of the 
manuscript? Have you received reimbursements, fees, funding, or salary from an 
organization that holds or has applied for patents relating to the content of the manuscript? 
If so, please specify. 
 Do you have any other financial competing interests? If so, please specify. 
Non-financial competing interests  
Are there any non-financial competing interests (political, personal, religious, ideological, academic, 
intellectual, commercial or any other) to declare in relation to this manuscript? If so, please specify. 
If you are unsure as to whether you, or one your co-authors, has a competing interest please discuss it 
with the editorial office. 
Authors' contributions 
In order to give appropriate credit to each author of a paper, the individual contributions of authors to 
the manuscript should be specified in this section. 
According to ICMJE guidelines, An 'author' is generally considered to be someone who has made 
substantive intellectual contributions to a published study. To qualify as an author one should 1) have 
made substantial contributions to conception and design, or acquisition of data, or analysis and 
interpretation of data; 2) have been involved in drafting the manuscript or revising it critically for 
important intellectual content; 3) have given final approval of the version to be published; and 4) agree 
to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related to the accuracy or 
integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved. Each author should have 
participated sufficiently in the work to take public responsibility for appropriate portions of the content. 
Acquisition of funding, collection of data, or general supervision of the research group, alone, does not 
justify authorship.  
We suggest the following kind of format (please use initials to refer to each author's contribution): AB 
carried out the molecular genetic studies, participated in the sequence alignment and drafted the 
manuscript. JY carried out the immunoassays. MT participated in the sequence alignment. ES 
participated in the design of the study and performed the statistical analysis. FG conceived of the study, 
and participated in its design and coordination and helped to draft the manuscript. All authors read and 




All contributors who do not meet the criteria for authorship should be listed in an acknowledgements 
section. Examples of those who might be acknowledged include a person who provided purely technical 
help, writing assistance, or a department chair who provided only general support. 
Authors' information 
You may choose to use this section to include any relevant information about the author(s) that may aid 
the reader's interpretation of the article, and understand the standpoint of the author(s). This may 
include details about the authors' qualifications, current positions they hold at institutions or societies, or 
any other relevant background information. Please refer to authors using their initials. Note this section 
should not be used to describe any competing interests. 
Acknowledgements 
Please acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the article by making substantial contributions to 
conception, design, acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data, or who was involved in 
drafting the manuscript or revising it critically for important intellectual content, but who does not meet 
the criteria for authorship. Please also include the source(s) of funding for each author, and for the 
manuscript preparation. Authors must describe the role of the funding body, if any, in design, in the 
collection, analysis, and interpretation of data; in the writing of the manuscript; and in the decision to 
submit the manuscript for publication. Please also acknowledge anyone who contributed materials 
essential for the study. If a language editor has made significant revision of the manuscript, we 
recommend that you acknowledge the editor by name, where possible.  
The role of a scientific (medical) writer must be included in the acknowledgements section, including 
their source(s) of funding. We suggest wording such as 'We thank Jane Doe who provided medical 
writing services on behalf of XYZ Pharmaceuticals Ltd.' 
Authors should obtain permission to acknowledge from all those mentioned in the Acknowledgements 
section. 
Endnotes 
Endnotes should be designated within the text using a superscript lowercase letter and all notes (along 
with their corresponding letter) should be included in the Endnotes section. Please format this section in 
a paragraph rather than a list. 
References 
All references, including URLs, must be numbered consecutively, in square brackets, in the order in 
which they are cited in the text, followed by any in tables or legends. Each reference must have an 
individual reference number. Please avoid excessive referencing. If automatic numbering systems are 
used, the reference numbers must be finalized and the bibliography must be fully formatted before 
submission. 
Only articles, datasets, clinical trial registration records and abstracts that have been published or are in 
press, or are available through public e-print/preprint servers, may be cited; unpublished abstracts, 
unpublished data and personal communications should not be included in the reference list, but may be 
included in the text and referred to as "unpublished observations" or "personal communications" giving 
the names of the involved researchers. Obtaining permission to quote personal communications and 
unpublished data from the cited colleagues is the responsibility of the author. Footnotes are not allowed, 
but endnotes are permitted. Journal abbreviations follow Index Medicus/MEDLINE. Citations in the 




Any in press articles cited within the references and necessary for the reviewers' assessment of the 
manuscript should be made available if requested by the editorial office. 
Style files are available for use with popular bibliographic management software: 
 BibTeX 
 EndNote style file 
 Reference Manager 
 Zotero 
Examples of the Health and Quality of Life Outcomes reference style are shown below. Please ensure 
that the reference style is followed precisely; if the references are not in the correct style they may have 
to be retyped and carefully proofread.  
All web links and URLs, including links to the authors' own websites, should be given a reference number 
and included in the reference list rather than within the text of the manuscript. They should be provided 
in full, including both the title of the site and the URL, in the following format: The Mouse Tumor 
Biology Database [http://tumor.informatics.jax.org/mtbwi/index.do]. If an author or group of authors 
can clearly be associated with a web link, such as for weblogs, then they should be included in the 
reference. 
Examples of the Health and Quality of Life Outcomes reference style 
 
Article within a journal 
Koonin EV, Altschul SF, Bork P: BRCA1 protein products: functional motifs. Nat Genet 1996, 
13:266-267. 
Article within a journal supplement 
Orengo CA, Bray JE, Hubbard T, LoConte L, Sillitoe I: Analysis and assessment of ab initio three-
dimensional prediction, secondary structure, and contacts prediction. Proteins 1999, 43(Suppl 
3):149-170. 
In press article 
Kharitonov SA, Barnes PJ: Clinical aspects of exhaled nitric oxide. Eur Respir J, in press. 
Published abstract 
Zvaifler NJ, Burger JA, Marinova-Mutafchieva L, Taylor P, Maini RN: Mesenchymal cells, stromal 
derived factor-1 and rheumatoid arthritis [abstract]. Arthritis Rheum 1999, 42:s250. 
Article within conference proceedings 
Jones X: Zeolites and synthetic mechanisms. In Proceedings of the First National Conference on 
Porous Sieves: 27-30 June 1996; Baltimore. Edited by Smith Y. Stoneham: Butterworth-Heinemann; 
1996:16-27. 
Book chapter, or article within a book 
Schnepf E: From prey via endosymbiont to plastids: comparative studies in dinoflagellates. In 
Origins of Plastids. Volume 2. 2nd edition. Edited by Lewin RA. New York: Chapman and Hall; 1993:53-
76. 
Whole issue of journal 




Whole conference proceedings 
Smith Y (Ed): Proceedings of the First National Conference on Porous Sieves: 27-30 June 1996; 
Baltimore. Stoneham: Butterworth-Heinemann; 1996. 
Complete book 
Margulis L: Origin of Eukaryotic Cells. New Haven: Yale University Press; 1970. 
Monograph or book in a series 
Hunninghake GW, Gadek JE: The alveolar macrophage. In Cultured Human Cells and Tissues. Edited 
by Harris TJR. New York: Academic Press; 1995:54-56. [Stoner G (Series Editor): Methods and 
Perspectives in Cell Biology, vol 1.] 
Book with institutional author 
Advisory Committee on Genetic Modification: Annual Report. London; 1999. 
PhD thesis 
Kohavi R: Wrappers for performance enhancement and oblivious decision graphs. PhD thesis. 
Stanford University, Computer Science Department; 1995. 
Link / URL 
The Mouse Tumor Biology Database [http://tumor.informatics.jax.org/mtbwi/index.do] 
Link / URL with author(s) 
Corpas M: The Crowdfunding Genome Project: a personal genomics community with open 
source values [http://blogs.biomedcentral.com/bmcblog/2012/07/16/the-crowdfunding-genome-
project-a-personal-genomics-community-with-open-source-values/]  
Dataset with persistent identifier 
Zheng, L-Y; Guo, X-S; He, B; Sun, L-J; Peng, Y; Dong, S-S; Liu, T-F; Jiang, S; Ramachandran, S; Liu, 
C-M; Jing, H-C (2011): Genome data from sweet and grain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor). 
GigaScience. http://dx.doi.org/10.5524/100012. 
Clinical trial registration record with persistent identifier 
Mendelow, AD (2006): Surgical Trial in Lobar Intracerebral Haemorrhage. Current Controlled 
Trials. http://dx.doi.org/10.1186/ISRCTN22153967 
Preparing illustrations and figures 
Illustrations should be provided as separate files, not embedded in the text file. Each figure should 
include a single illustration and should fit on a single page in portrait format. If a figure consists of 
separate parts, it is important that a single composite illustration file be submitted which contains all 
parts of the figure. There is no charge for the use of color figures. 
Please read our figure preparation guidelines for detailed instructions on maximising the quality of your 
figures. 
Formats 
The following file formats can be accepted: 
 PDF (preferred format for diagrams) 




 PPTX/PPT (single slide only) 
 EPS 





The legends should be included in the main manuscript text file at the end of the document, rather than 
being a part of the figure file. For each figure, the following information should be provided: Figure 
number (in sequence, using Arabic numerals - i.e. Figure 1, 2, 3 etc); short title of figure (maximum 15 
words); detailed legend, up to 300 words. 
Please note that it is the responsibility of the author(s) to obtain permission from the 
copyright holder to reproduce figures or tables that have previously been published 
elsewhere. 
Preparing tables 
Each table should be numbered and cited in sequence using Arabic numerals (i.e. Table 1, 2, 3 etc.). 
Tables should also have a title (above the table) that summarizes the whole table; it should be no longer 
than 15 words. Detailed legends may then follow, but they should be concise. Tables should always be 
cited in text in consecutive numerical order. 
Smaller tables considered to be integral to the manuscript can be pasted into the end of the document 
text file, in A4 portrait or landscape format. These will be typeset and displayed in the final published 
form of the article. Such tables should be formatted using the 'Table object' in a word processing 
program to ensure that columns of data are kept aligned when the file is sent electronically for review; 
this will not always be the case if columns are generated by simply using tabs to separate text. Columns 
and rows of data should be made visibly distinct by ensuring that the borders of each cell display as 
black lines. Commas should not be used to indicate numerical values. Color and shading may not be 
used; parts of the table can be highlighted using symbols or bold text, the meaning of which should be 
explained in a table legend. Tables should not be embedded as figures or spreadsheet files. 
Larger datasets or tables too wide for a landscape page can be uploaded separately as additional files. 
Additional files will not be displayed in the final, laid-out PDF of the article, but a link will be provided to 
the files as supplied by the author. 
Tabular data provided as additional files can be uploaded as an Excel spreadsheet (.xls ) or comma 
separated values (.csv). As with all files, please use the standard file extensions. 
Preparing additional files 
Although Health and Quality of Life Outcomes does not restrict the length and quantity of data included 
in an article, we encourage authors to provide datasets, tables, movies, or other information as 
additional files. 
Please note: All Additional files will be published along with the article. Do not include files such as 
patient consent forms, certificates of language editing, or revised versions of the main manuscript 
document with tracked changes. Such files should be sent by email to hqlo@biomedcentral.com, quoting 




Results that would otherwise be indicated as "data not shown" can and should be included as additional 
files. Since many weblinks and URLs rapidly become broken, Health and Quality of Life Outcomes 
requires that supporting data are included as additional files, or deposited in a recognized repository. 
Please do not link to data on a personal/departmental website. The maximum file size for additional files 
is 20 MB each, and files will be virus-scanned on submission.  
Additional files can be in any format, and will be downloadable from the final published article as 
supplied by the author. We recommend CSV rather than PDF for tabular data. 
Certain supported files formats are recognized and can be displayed to the user in the browser. These 
include most movie formats (for users with the Quicktime plugin), mini-websites prepared according to 
our guidelines, chemical structure files (MOL, PDB), geographic data files (KML).  
If additional material is provided, please list the following information in a separate section of the 
manuscript text: 
 File name (e.g. Additional file 1) 
 File format including the correct file extension for example .pdf, .xls, .txt, .pptx (including 
name and a URL of an appropriate viewer if format is unusual) 
 Title of data 
 Description of data 
Additional files should be named "Additional file 1" and so on and should be referenced explicitly by file 
name within the body of the article, e.g. 'An additional movie file shows this in more detail [see 
Additional file 1]'. 
Additional file formats 
Ideally, file formats for additional files should not be platform-specific, and should be viewable using free 
or widely available tools. The following are examples of suitable formats. 
 Additional documentation  
o PDF (Adode Acrobat) 
 Animations  
o SWF (Shockwave Flash) 
 Movies  
o MP4 (MPEG 4) 
o MOV (Quicktime) 
 Tabular data  
o XLS, XLSX (Excel Spreadsheet) 
o CSV (Comma separated values) 
As with figure files, files should be given the standard file extensions. 
Mini-websites 
Small self-contained websites can be submitted as additional files, in such a way that they will be 
browsable from within the full text HTML version of the article. In order to do this, please follow these 
instructions: 
1. Create a folder containing a starting file called index.html (or index.htm) in the root. 
2. Put all files necessary for viewing the mini-website within the folder, or sub-folders. 
3. Ensure that all links are relative (ie "images/picture.jpg" rather than 




and Settings\username\My Documents\mini-website\images\picture.jpg") and no link is 
longer than 255 characters. 
4. Access the index.html file and browse around the mini-website, to ensure that the most 
commonly used browsers (Internet Explorer and Firefox) are able to view all parts of 
the mini-website without problems, it is ideal to check this on a different machine. 
5. Compress the folder into a ZIP, check the file size is under 20 MB, ensure that index.html 
is in the root of the ZIP, and that the file has .zip extension, then submit as an 
additional file with your article. 
Style and language 
General 
Currently, Health and Quality of Life Outcomes can only accept manuscripts written in English. Spelling 
should be US English or British English, but not a mixture. 
There is no explicit limit on the length of articles submitted, but authors are encouraged to be concise.  
Health and Quality of Life Outcomes will not edit submitted manuscripts for style or language; reviewers 
may advise rejection of a manuscript if it is compromised by grammatical errors. Authors are advised to 
write clearly and simply, and to have their article checked by colleagues before submission. In-house 
copyediting will be minimal. Non-native speakers of English may choose to make use of a copyediting 
service. 
Language editing 
For authors who wish to have the language in their manuscript edited by a native-English speaker with 
scientific expertise, BioMed Central recommends Edanz. BioMed Central has arranged a 10% discount to 
the fee charged to BioMed Central authors by Edanz. Use of an editing service is neither a requirement 
nor a guarantee of acceptance for publication. Please contact Edanz directly to make arrangements for 
editing, and for pricing and payment details. 
Help and advice on scientific writing 
The abstract is one of the most important parts of a manuscript. For guidance, please visit our page on 
Writing titles and abstracts for scientific articles. 
Tim Albert has produced for BioMed Central a list of tips for writing a scientific manuscript. American 
Scientist also provides a list of resources for science writing. For more detailed guidance on preparing a 
manuscript and writing in English, please visit the BioMed Central author academy. 
Abbreviations 
Abbreviations should be used as sparingly as possible. They should be defined when first used and a list 
of abbreviations can be provided following the main manuscript text. 
Typography 
 Please use double line spacing. 
 Type the text unjustified, without hyphenating words at line breaks. 
 Use hard returns only to end headings and paragraphs, not to rearrange lines. 
 Capitalize only the first word, and proper nouns, in the title. 




 Use the Health and Quality of Life Outcomes reference format. 
 Footnotes are not allowed, but endnotes are permitted. 
 Please do not format the text in multiple columns. 
 Greek and other special characters may be included. If you are unable to reproduce a 
particular special character, please type out the name of the symbol in full. Please ensure 
that all special characters used are embedded in the text, otherwise they will be 
lost during conversion to PDF. 
